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CIMARRON, COLFAX COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY.
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Johnson-Hunt-
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Judge Mills of Springer will put
one of his stage coaches in the
The one in question was
museum.
usedas a mail and passenger coach
in the early days on the Santa Fe
trail between Kansas and Santa
Mr. Mills purchased this
Fc.
coach and with it two others when
the stage business was abandoned,
and values them at $400 each.
- With a collection of relics and
curios such us are now in view, the
museum will be one of the most
noteworthy in the entire southwest
in point of historical research.

New Mexico
At The San
Diego Expo.
A fair sized representation of the
business men of Cimarron met in
the News office Wednesday evening to hear M. Koehler, of the San
Diego Exposition, lecture on the
Fair which is to be held on the
coast next year.

Mr. Koehler is a forceful speak-

er holding his auditors attentively
by speaking of the merits of the
exposition to be. He pointed out
the benefits New Mexico would derive in being represented at the exposition and urges the people to

support the fair conscientiously.
Mr. Koehler is touring the country in the interest of the San DTego
Exposition and is meeting with
success in all cities and towns.

Prisoners Attempt

Jo

Break Jail
But Are Caught

get-awa-

KINGDOM

OF

COLFAX"

Apprehends
Man About
To Vamoose

Quiet Home Wedding of Popular Dry Season In Timber Causes Many
Young Couple; Will Reside At
Glenwood Springs, Colo.
Rounding Up Stock
To Be Trailed To
The Rayado Ranch
The Rayado Colonization comhas men in Union county
rounding up the 500 head of cattle
which they purchased some time
ago. The cattle will be trailed to
the ranch where they will be turned onto the range to be fattened.
The stock will be shipped to the
market next fall when in ijood condition. An abundance of feed is
on the ranch, no stock having been
run on its range for several years.
pany

Big Crowds
To Participate

InS. S. Con.

On Sunday morning at the borne
the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. K. C. Hunter, well known
and respectable citizens of Cimarron, occurred the marriage of their
daughter, Miss Gailie to Mr. Lafe
Johnson of Glenwood
Springs,
Colo.
As the beautiful strains of the
wedding march, rendered by Mrs.
H. R, Mills, floated through the
rooms, the bridal couple marched
to the appointed position, and accepted the words as spoken by
Rev. H. R. Mills, which united
the two hearts for the remainder
of life's journey. The bride was
attired in a beautiful traveling
trousseau of blue with artistic
trimmings. The groom wore the
usual conventional blue.
The bride is one ot'Cimarron's
most charming young ladies, having grown to womanhood amid a
large circle of friends who are affectionate in character and well
wishes to her. Her marriage to
Mr. Johnson, while not unexpected
was a source of surprise to many
of her friends, as she had not re
linquished her duties as manager
of the telephone company until
Saturday evening. The groom is
well and favorably known in Cim
of

arron, having
Arrangements are practically all
complete for the District Sunday
School convention at Miami, Sun
day, May 17. The convention will
many Sunday
he attended by
Schools in the county who have
taken an active interest in furthering their work. Cimsrron will be
well represented, a larj number
having decided on attending.
Following the services the visit
ors will be treated to a ball game
between Miami and Cimarron during the afternoon.

Raton Snapshots
Ten touring cars bearing 48 pas
sengers made up the party of
Gulf good roads en
thusiasts tro. 11 Colorado Springs,
Pueblo and Tiinidad, motored
into Raton, Friday morning on
their way to the Gulf. The party
bas no other mission fian to boo t
for good roads.

Judge E. C. Abbott of the First
Two Mexican prisoners confined
judicial
district with offices in San
in the county jail at Hillsboro made
over the district
presided
Fe,
ta
a bungling attempt to escape juct
in the absence ol
week,
last
court
Tbey
at dusk Sunday evening.
of Silver City,. who
pulled the ceiling loose in the cell Judge Neblett
unavoidably
detained. The
was
room at the southwest corner ol
discharged
Satur
was
jury
grand
the jail and climbed up through
day.
punched
bole
tncy
a
then
the hole,
through the roof through which
tbey expected to make their es
cape. Their plans were ruined by
jailor Tatoya who discovered what
they had dode before tbey could
Une of the
make their
men is doing time for petty larceny
and had only about two weeks longer to serve; be was given a term
sentence with a fine attached, now
he will serve out the fine sentence
The other is held tor urand larceny
and awaits the action of the grand
jury.

NO. 19

Against Forest Fires

Nuptials Sunday

old-time- rs

aged.

THE

14, 1914.

Great Precaution

er

Support
The Cimarron Historical Society
is forging steadily to the front in
the way of development. Since
the movement was inaugurated two
week ago a number of the
who have since been interviewed, have signified their intentions
of placing relics andjurios synonymous of the southwest, in the museum, providing they are not dam-

MAY

G. A. Eaton and Miss Bessie
Brackett were married Wednesday
morning at the home of the bride'.
parents, Rev. C. T. Taylor offi
elating. The couple went on a
:bree weeks' wedding trip to Cal
ifornia, after which tbey will make
tbeir home in Raton.

George Masten arrived Sunday
evening from Denver, for a two
weeks' vacation at the home of his
parents. He will return again to
take up bis studies lor au optician.

several months
been employed at a local garage as
chauffeur and machinist. He has
a host of friends who hold him in
high esteem. The couple were the
recipients of many useful wedding
gitts from intimate Iriends and relatives.
Immediately after the ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were escort
ed to the station where they boarded the train enroute to Glenwood
for

Gov. Proclaims

Saturday, May 30

Fires; Additional

Guards Put

Into Forest Service.
The first reports of forest fires
bav begun to come in to Washington (rom the national forests and Judge Lowe, H. M.
they indicate to the federal officers
an early start of the fire season,
Shields Head Nat.
with unfavorable weather conditions from the very beginning. In
Old Trails Assn.
the northwest trute was less snow
on the mountains at the end of the
Winter than for many years past.
Judge Lowe of Kansas City,
Railroad rights of vay which were
president of
last year deep in snow are reported Mo., was
clear now and dry enough to burn tbe National Old Trails Road association, at its convention in InIttadily.
dianapolis,
Friday. Other officers
From the Canadian border to
elected
are
Rev. Harvey Shields,
Mexico the reports are similar, and
N.
M.,
Dawson,
tber have already been extensive
and Frank A. Davis, Herrington,
fires in California and Arizona.
The chief forester reports, how- Kas., secretary-treasureTbe 1015 meeting of the associa
ever, that the
forces of
the service are organized better tion will be held at Grand Canyon,
than ever before, particularly in Arizona.
respect to the fire detectiou system
or lookout stations. By means of
these stations fires are reported
quickly and accurately, so that the
central forces mav be on the
(found at the earliest possible
r.

g

Splendid

mo-m- e.

Outlook For

.

In those states where the gravest
danger threatens especial efforts
are being made by the government
foresters and by cooperative fire

Fruit Crop

protection associations organized
among timberland owners, to secure care with lire on the part ol
the campers, prospectors, log-The
rs, and by railroads.
northwestern forestry and conservation association, witk headquart-erat Portland, Oregon, is one of
the leaders in this campaign.

Orchards, alfalfa and small
grain crops in this vicinity are all
doing well and several weeks earlier than othei years. The orchards have been in bloom for some
time and promise large crops. Alfalfa is practically ready for the
first cutting. Indications point to
Springs, Colorado, where they will a bountiful crop of wild fruits by
make their home, and where Mr. and along the creeks and rivers.
johnson has a lucrative position in Unless otherwise decreed by the
a garage.
elements this will be a rich year
from a point of good crops.

Quick action on th"prt of W.
E. Wbiteraan of the firm of
Wbiteman & company, saved
that firm a large sum of money,
when he apprehended a man named Kerr at Springer, who was indebted to the company for nearly
Saoo. Kerr, who owns a tract of
land ia miles south of Cimarron
rigged up an outfit in the shape of
a prairie schooner, proceeded to
drive to Kansas. He had 5 head
of horses together with household effects and other things pertaining to the farm.
When apprehended Friday rdorn-in- g
just as be was about to resume
his journey, he stated he intended
to send the money from Kansas,
however, Mr. Whiteman insisted
that cither the money or a team of
horses would be taken, and Kerr
cane forth with the money, tbe full
indebtedness together with all
costs. Mr. Whiteman bad driven
over the entire country trying to
locate the man, and succeeded in
finding his man at Springear early
in the morning.
Rog-ger-

G.

s,

0. P.
....

Organ Starts
At Santa Fe

gi

s

2nd Sunday In
May Designated

Memorial Day

National Holiday

Memorial Day is again approach-iag- ,
when all good citizens will
reverently and affectionately pay
tributes of gratitude to the Nation's dead. This day appears to
become more and more significant
as the years pass. The ranks of
the Civil War veterans are fast
thinning in the march of time, and
the boys who took up arms in the
Spanish-America- n
war have to
some extent taken their places.
Within the last 30 days a number
of young men gave their lives for
the honor ol the Stars and Stripes.
All these are the Nation's heroes
and tbe objects of our respects and
devotion on Memorial Day.
Now, Therefore, I, William C.
McDonald, Governor of the State
of New Mexico, do hereby proclaim Saturday, May 30th, 1014 as
Memorial Day, in tbe State ol
New Mexico. May all trne citizens of tbe' state "fittingly observe
this great day, this day of the highest and noblest of sentiments, by
participating in suitable exercises
honor of our dead, strewing flow- -

Hereafter the second Sunday of
May will be national Mothers' day.
The sánate on Friday agreed to
the house resolution requesting the
president to issue a proclamation
naming last Sunday as Mothers'
day, designating as Mothers' day
in the coming years, the second
Sunday each Mav.
and properly
instructing the children as to tbe
tiue meaning of tbe day. Bv
those who died for their
country we may develop real pat-

ers on their graves,

hon-onn-

g

riotism.
Done at tbe Executive Office this
the nth day of May, igu. Witness my hand and the Great Seal
of the State of New Mexico.
William C. McDonald.

Attested:
Antonio Lucero,

Secretaty

of

State.

H. G. Frankenburger was a business visitor in tbe county seat on
Monday and Tuesday.

The State Journal is to be tbe
name of the republican morning
daily to be issued at Santa Fe be
ginning October

1.

Until then it

Arrangements
is to be a weekly.
are to be made for the full Asso-

ciated Press service.
The paper is to be eight pages
on week days and twenty pages on
Sundays.
Tbe plant is to be
equipped with automatic presses
and tbe latest labor saving machinery that will enable it to do the
highest class of work.
Springer Spasms
$12,000 worth of official printing
a year is pledged the new plant
The lambing season is on in full and book work has been promised
swing under the most favorable from outside the state. Contracts
conditions and tbe per centage of are also to be made for tbe print
the crop will be above the average. ing of a number of magazines and
The Seven Lakes Cattle compa- a Spanish weekly newspaper.
ny last week received between five
and six thousand head of cattle
which they purchased in Montana. Report and Opinions
The company will run the cattle on
range until next fall when it will
Of Attorney General
be shipped to market.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Geyer are
Valuable Adjunct
the proud parents of a nine pound
daughter who arrived at their home
Saturday morning.
The report and opinion of AtMr. and Mrs. A. Clnulhier and torney General F. W. Clancy of
child arrived from Cananea, Mexi New Mexico, from January
191a
co last week, aud will visit with to December, 191 3, inclusive, is
Mr. Clouthier's parents until the just from tbe press and forms an
uncertainties of the southern re important addition for every New
public are settled.
Mexico law library, as the more
Miss Cora Vance departed Tues than 350 pages construe scores of
day for her home in Pueblo, Colo New Mexico statutes and many
The
rado, after visiting ber sister Mrs. sections of the constitution.
I. E. Shaban several weeks.
opinions were written by the attorney general and his Jtaff of asJohn Griffin of Trinidad arrived sistants.
in Cimarron, Sunday going to Bonito the following day where be
Geo. Moore returned to bis home
bas accepted tbe position of timber at Ring, Monday, after having
foreman, relieving I. N. Torrance, been absent in Trinidad a few days
resigned.
on business.

CIMARRON

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

ohamme-iler-

RECORD OF THI
PROGRESS OF BVRNT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

C0NDBN810

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAVINGS, D O I N O ft, ACHIEVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

w,,i,n Krtmnr

Union Newe

Bmr

ir.

WESTERN.
Mother's Lay. Sunday. May

10, was

Oregon's registration (or the atate
on Mar 15 la 226,361,
an increase or 66,483 over 191Í.
Mine- No. t ot the New River

riflmi y election

at

DE-FIRE SET BY INCENDIARIES
TROYS FIFTEEN BUILDINGS.

Believed

Recles. W. Va., was

Pa
Beymour

Stuart or St Louts was
elected commander In cbler or the
I n it
.1
Sons of Confederate Veterans
at Jacksonville, Fla., succeeding W.
W. Old, Jr.. or Norfolk. Va.
In northern ArUona, Utah. Nevada,
southern Idaho and western Wyoming,
the fires on national forests set by
campers have decreased in four yeara
Iro-.- i
nearly a third to approximately
.

c.ie-fift-

With a bullet rrom a rifle he had
previously concealed In his apartment.
Charlea W. Post, millionaire manur
racturer or cereal foods, killed him
self at his winter home nt Sunt., Barbara, Cal.
Ueneral Jose Ynez 8alazar. formerly of the Mexican federal army, was
taken to Santa Fé, N. M.. from Fott
Wlngate to be tried on a charge of
conspiring to send munitions of war

i

Gallup will soon

s

delivery

good roads asi
former! at Tucumca
A

fined

and sentenced to two years in
jail for conspiracy to detraud the government of taxes on illicitly colored
oleomargarine.
National guard ofricera at
Tex., declared that 2S0.O00
volunteer troops would be mobilized
In Texas within the next ten days.
This, statement by the guard otrtcer
is denied in Washington.
Three new aeroplanes are en route
troni eastern aeroplane factories for
service with the Second detachment
or the First Aero corpa at North
Island. The new machine will be put
through a series or trials upon tbelr
arrival to teat their fitness for army
service.
110,000

Fort-wort-

WASHINGTON.

son-in-la-

Crux.
Colorado

marble will not be chosen
for the Interior ot the Denver post
office building unless It Is offered at
a .price i competition with other marble which will make It the most at--t

recti.

The French government Is tsk'ng
active steps to obtain new and si?uro
the safety ot John R. Slllimau American vie and deputy consul at Saltillo,
who disappeared while on a mltamn
lo San Lata Potosí.
The German steamer Kroaprlnse-ICecelia, reported to be carrying
arms and ammunition for Huerta, lia
returned to Vera Cruz without debarking her war toree at Puerto
Mexico. It was announced that the
munitions on this and a second German steamer, the Bavaria, would be
returned to Germany by order of
Steamship Company.
With architects from all over the
country competing, the plan
by Tracy 4 Bwsrtout ot New
York Ctty for the proposed Washlug-tomonument In Washington have
bees selected as "the most rtlfac- i

sub-mltle-

n

Medlation in toe Mexican criiis will
proceed without representation rrom
the rabel force in the revolution torn
republic This definite announcement
wee mad by on of the South American envoys sitar the mediator
had
conferred at th State Department
with Secretary Bryan

Job.

OR SEIZURE

The state land a
earned 88.841.97 di
The county road
county has forty ste
Raton has approv
new city hall an

TWO LONG YEARS
Mrs. Aselin Was Restored to
Health by Lyd E. Pink-ham's

Vegetable

FOLLOWS.

Compound.

The annual state

SOME MINES KAY OPEN

Minneapolis, Minn. "After my little
w bnrn t wea etelr with pains In
my sloe which the
doctor said were
caoaed by Inflammation. I suffered a

w

First
mllar
lao

BUT ONLY SUCH COLLIERIES AS
WERE OPERATING AT TIME OF
VIOLENCE, ACCORDING TO
THE PROCLAMATION.

for a

leoartment

Thousands of dollar damage was
done 1 and around Clayton by the re
cent deluge.
Five cars or bee cans have been
valley
ved at Ros well for Peco
re-e-

laid has appointed
Hast Las Vegas, a

Governor M
Myrtle lloffrqi
notary public.
Ben Perry and Johnny Paine have
sold their cattle and ranches in western Socorró county for $50.000.
Irving Ford of (.anark and Frank S.
Hulbert or Lincoln have been com
missioned fourth class postmasters.
Roy Eaaley has been appointed tegular night clerk at the Santa Fé
vice Pablo F. Armijo, who has
resigned.
Eastern New Mexico Is now carpeted with uch a covering ot green
vegetation as has never been seen at
this early date
Sixteen tons of parcels poet mat
ter was shipped from Silver City to
the Mogollón mining section during
the first haU of April.
Bplvey, living three miles
Tom
south of Artesla, broke hi lex beSPORT.
tween the ankle and the knee when
I int..
Manillnic f Ur.lrrn
he leaped' from his horse.
Won Lost Ict.
Governor McDonald has appointed
Denver
14
.7SÍ
8
.SO
Des Moines
11
Henry A. Ing of Cutler, Sierra counSt. Joseph
10
65
Linc oln
. .11
11
.500 ty, and W. Weil, of Ocate, Morn coun10
Sioux City
.47
ty, notaries public.
tl
10
Topeka
11
.470
7
11
son or Mr. RobOmaha
.Ml
The
7
14
.11! ert.. McClellan of Raton was fatally
Wichita
scalded, when he accidentally fell into
In a closely contested
game at Boulder the University of a pot of boiling water.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
Colorado won over the State Agriculhas transmitted to tbe state treasurer
tural College, 6 to S.
Play ended at St. Petersburg in the $28,841.97 being the amount from the
elimination round of the international sale and lease of lands.
Over two and a halt million dollars
chess masters' tournament with Jess
R. Capablanca, the Cuban expert, well by conservative estimate is Invested
In automobile
In the lead.
In New Mexico, and
At Stettin, Germany, lieutenant over $62,000 in motorcycle.
Faber and Kurtz, German army aviaAuthority has been received at
tors, were killed while attempting to
to start to work on new
make a landing. They were on a buildings for the Indian school there
flight from Schwerln to Psen.
tbat will cost about $60,060
The establishment ot racing in
According to the United States cenColorado under a state law and com- sus Bureau New Mexico bus gained
mission is meeting with most favor- 50,000 population In the four years
able comment and keen Interest since Uie last census was taken.
throughout the Bast. This Is the
received penitenFive prisoner
statement of Oeneral Manager W. A. tiary sentence tor crimes committed
Read of the Denver Fair and Racing In Quay county and Sheriff Ward and
Association, who arrived in Denver deputy escorted them to Santa Fe.
after an extended tour of Eastern race
Two horses belonging to Lucas
tracks which included a visit to New
Demlng, fell In a well,
York city to confer with the offi.iuls brothers of
feet deep, and were dead
or the New York Jockey Club.
within three minutes after reaching
For the first time In twenty-sithe bottom.
year and the fourth time in the forty
P. Me A he., was awarded the con
year' history or the race, the Ken- tract
tor rlprapplug tho new reservoir
tucky derby was won by a gelding,
dam being built by Wllllw
in wood
when Old Roeebud, owned by H. C. in Linwood canon,
of
the
northeast
Applegate and Company or Louisville,
city limits.
and ridden by J. McCabe, raced under Raton
The state engineer has approved
the wire In the event at Churchill
Downs track at Iulvllle, a victor by water application 832 of Lewis Maabout eight lengths. Hodge, owned by linas, ot Altenla, for 47 second feet
Kay Spence ot Missouri, was second, from the Pecos river to Irrigate 82
and Bronxe Wing, owned by A. P, acre by pumping.
B. F. Brown, a former member of
Humphrey, Jr., or Louisville,
waa
the Territorial Legislature, ha been
third.
arreated charged with einbesxling
$100 ot money order fonda from ttve
GENERAL.
Mosquero postoffice.
The ateamer City or Home, bound
Governor W. C. McDonald says
rrom Buffalo to Toledo, was burned there i no money for moving the
to the water's edge just off shore at troops to the border, but It the govRipley. N. Y.
ernment requested anch action the
Word has been received at Bl Paso, matter could be quickly performed.
Tox., of the finding of the body of
Ernest M. Brumback has been nomJame S. Beard, a wealthy Americas, inated for postmaster "t Silver City
near Parras, CoabuUa.
In place of Joseph K Sheridan, reChester Burnell Duryea of New signed, and Dirk B. Seligman to be
York, uuder arrest tor killing hi aged postmaster at La Cruces In place of
rather. General Hiram Duryea, was re- Vincent B. May, resigned.
moved to Bellevue hospital raving and
from
The escape or three convict
righting.
the road gang at Nogal camp, below
The Air Brake Association, st the San Marcial In Socorro. Sunday has
convention In raised the question of tbe best means
session ot Its four-da- y
Detroit, elected L. H. Albers of New of dealing with prisoners who are put
York president and T. W. Dow of Den out to work on tbe roads.
ii.i.n U Zimmerman, In charge of
ver vice president.
Delegate to the Illinois diatrlct the stamp of rice of the Internal reveron ven lion ot United Mine Worker at nue department at Santa Fé, Is back
Peoria accepted a contract with the from Albuquerque where he inspected
operator after receding from their the quarturs the office Is to have in
demand for a
increase in the the federal building there.
The last census gave the population
southern field
Spanish descent in New Mexico at
of
A cyclone that suddenly appeared
115,000; ot Indian descent 27,000, and
at Danville, 111., and disappeared after of
other descent, 165,000. Seventeen
traveling but a short distance, flung s
reveal an enrollment of
home into a treetop and tore down counties
of Spanish American
pupils
w
necesseveral farm building. It
and 30.747 of English .peaking
sary to cut the tree down to rescue
descent.
the horse.
The department of education at
i apt. W. P. Asptnall of the steamer
Santa Fe bold that In case or a tie
Gregory, which arrived st New York tor school directors, s vacancy occurs
from Iqulto. 2,(00 miles up the Ama- which may be filled by tbe county
zon, brought a story ot s massacre of school superintendent.
fony fue Peruvian soldiers, all InB. J. VllJJoen of Boer war fame, now
diana, who had murdered and killed s resident of Chamberlno. Dona Ana
ounty. has been commissioned a cap
their officers.
by Governor W. C. McDonald,
Three hundred condemned army tain
him on the unasslgued Hat.
placing
rifles and 200 rounds ot ammunition
ot
the strongest organization
On
foe each weapon,
consigned to the
l otted Mine
Workere ot America's of poultry grower In the Paco val
ent st Baton, N. M., from New York,
were taken over by the federal cfti- ine
pobI-offlc- e

even

Panama canal.
American Consular Agent Montague
has reopened the American consulate
at Canauea, Sonora.
King Alfonso has signed the decree
raising the Spanish legation in Argentina to the rank of embassy,
Provision for tree distribution of
seeds were stricken from the agricultural appropriation bill by the Senate
arter a vigorous debate.
Ncisou O'Shaughnessy, charge of
the American embassy at Mexico City
until United States troops seized Vota
Cruz, arrived in Washington.
of
Secretary McAdoo.
President Wilson, will retire from the
cabinet and become ambassador to
France, is the report at Washington.
The state Department announced
that the Brazilian legation in Mexico
city had transmitted inui uiation uf
the departure ot a train bearing between 500 and 600 retugee for Ver

OLONEL LOCKETT ISSUES NEW
PROCLAMATION SETTING TIME
FOR SURRENDER OF ARMS .

Robbers
Effort

W. A. was held In

forty-s-

Army detachments have been stationed to protect the lock along 'he

to Pull Off

In

has been

d

e

Bank

serviré

g

oleomur-margarin-

Would Be

Started Disastrous Bias

AFTER SUFFERING

TG SEIZE ARMS

"

a

was
dans by Greek Bplrote
Albanian
reported In a dispatch to
government.
Lillian I.enton. a militant suffragist
was sentenced at the aastsea at Leeds,
Eng.. to a year's imprisonment for
setting fir to Westfleld house In June
last yar.
Mr. Thomas J. Preston, Jr., formerly Mrs. Orover Cleveland, sailed from
Liverpool for New York on board the
Ixisltanla. She Intends to make only
a brief stay In the United States.
exColonel Roosevelt during hi
ploring trip through the wilds of Braid, lost fifty five pounds In weight. He
is still very weak, but his condition Is
better and he is recovering from the
abscess on his leg.
Persons under fnity yeara of ag
are to be shot If found smoking oplnm
at Chengtu, in the province of
China, after the expiration of
days, accorda period of twenty-oning to a government announcement
Issued at Pekln.
Three thousand federals under General Arzameadl were decisively dehours, figlninx
feated after forty-etgn- t
by constitutionalists
under General
ISulalio Gulterrez, near Ocaponeta, according to a dispatch received at
Chihuahua, Mex.
A sensation
was created In the
House of Representatives at Havana
when
Representative
Segaro announced that a big fraud waa being
perpetrated with lottery tickets by
the printing of two series, one gen- unit; tur uie v uuan guverniiieiu. hum
the other spm ions for sale abroad.
Senor Segaro said the persons sending abroad the spurious tickets were
reaping a profit or $70.000 a month.
e

sealed after 15S or the 172 bodies had
been remorad.
Sn.iUfih residents or the San Fran
cisco hay region turneo out In force
for the sronnd breeding ceremonies
;len's building at the Panama-expositiofor

Into Mexico.
At Chicago John F. Jelke,
manuracturer, was

OF INTEREST TO ALL!
NEW MEXICO

Sze-Chue-

Col-llfrl-

Company

Melrose fire swept TROOPS READY

STATE NEWS

Madam Ulllan Nórdica, cite singar,
died at Batavla, Java.
The House of Lord's rejected the
woman suffrage bill by a vote of 14

NEWS

13,-81-

Newnpeper Union Nw Servio.
Washington, May 12. No mine will
be permitted to reopen In the Colo'onsumed.
rado strike diatrlct for the present.
After the fire had burned Itself out Secretary of War Garrison announced
Monday.
He denied that orders had
been Issued forbidding the ImportaIon ot the bank vault In an effort to tion of strikebreakers but explained
ireak through Into the vault.
that while the situation remained
The fire started three doors rrom threatening the mines not already
folas
he hank building. The loss is
running probably would be kept closed
owa:
First National bank, $15.000. until to his Judgment Mietr opening
Follman Furniture would precipitate no further trouble.
!"" Insurance;
Co., $4,000, $2,000 Insurance; J. I.lnd-le"It makes no difference whether
building,
$1,500; G. W. Blister
strikebreakers are Imported, or whethbuilding, $1,500; W. H. Austin builder the labor Is on the ground," said
ing, $1,000; T. O. Helm building.
QatrUon. "The question Is, whether
B. J. Morby of tice, $260; Dr. O.
their employment would start trouble.
W, Hicks,
$150; J. W. Harrington,
V I are not going to permit anything
three buildings, $6,000; Savings Bank that would aggravate the situation.
building, $500; Ed. Rucker Hotel
The mines will be allowed to reopen
$250; Dr. J. B. Lynch, $100; B. just as soon a condition warrant"
M. Porter drug store, $1,1)00, $500" Insurance.; T. G. Mosher general store,
Trinidad, Colo., May II. Colonel
$300;
Jim Commissioner T. B. Den-b- James Iockett, commanding the fed$300; Oriental hotel, $2,000; J.
eral troops In the southern Colorado
damage to merchandise stock in
strike zone, by authority ot the Presiremoval, $500. Everything was saved
dent, in a proclamation commanded
Oil
out of the post
ire.
the surrendor of all arms In the hands
of civilians not later than five o'clock
Demlng Has $260.000 Fire.
Wednesday afternoon and fixed that
of the
Demlng, N. M
Fire starting in the time for the commencement,
Western Union Telegraph Company disarmament by force ot all parsons
office wiped out half a block of the not specifically authorised to carry
business district valued at $260,000. weapons. The proclamation, one ot
The Victoria hotel and the Demlng two Issued during the day, calls atprevious
National bank were destroyed. Tbe tention to the President'
guest in the hotel were hurried to the proclamation demanding the surrenBtreet by tbe management beforo the der of arms in the civilians' hand,
names reached the building. A large and assert that "many person withsum of money and valuable papers in in the district hsve not compiled."
of the
"All officers and ooldler
the bank vault are believed to be safe.
Among the stores destroyed are those United States Army," It recites, "are
of the Health Millinery Company, the charged with the enforcement ot this
Clark Clothing Company. Clark Gro- proclamation and will, at the above
cery Company, and tbe J. A. KInneer specified time, disarm all person
Drug store.
within said district and take Into
their possession all arms, ammunition
Sentenced to Be Hanged.
or explosives which may be found on
the person of any Individual."
Rock Island. Judge Lelb. In th
Th colonel, also by proclamation
District Court sitting at Tucumeari,
passed sentence upon ('aria Van Sickle issued with the authority of the Presifor the killing of Constable Dudley An- dent, earlier In the day, defined the
derson. The prisoner is but nineteen government' policy with respect to
years of age and has seemed utterly the opening of the mine. This procludirte! cut to his fate. The judge sen- lamation held that while mine which
tenced the prisoner to he hanged Fri- were closed when the strike comday, June 26. An appeal to the Su- menced must remain close ' during the
occupancy of the strike zone by the
preme Court will be made.
federal troops, mines which wore
Colonizing Prospects Good.
closed by the violence of April 20 and
Albuquerque.
That the outlook for the four days of fighting which folcolonization In New Mexico I very lowed might reopen with the forces or
good, In spite or the Mexican war. men they employed when the fighting
which some people in the East think commenced.
Is located In New Mexico, and that
Hotel Company Will Get $25,000.
conditions all along the Rto Grande
Denver. Through sn unusual conand Pecos valleys are fine, is the verAgent tract entered Into between Lloyd T.
dict of General Colonization
Nlcodemu. the Savoy hotel proprietor
Charles L. Seagravea.
killed by James C Bulger, and R. K
Starkweather, partner ot Mr.
Institute at Española.
the New Savoy Hotel Company
Santa Fé. Rto Arriba county Is going to have an educational festival" this will receive $25,000 as a result of the
summer with Prof. J. H. Wagner, ot death of the last named. This contract
Santa Fé, as tbe guiding spirit. There anticipated the death of one of the two
will be an Institute' at Española from proprietors and waa designed to proJune 29 to July 26. with Mi O'Don-nel- tect the survivor. It took the form of
of Raton, assistant, and one at an agreement that each should Insure
Tierra Amarilla beginning July 27 and his Ufe for $25,000 In favor of the
company.
lasting ten day.
y
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House Passes $1,000,000 Bond Bill.
Big Dam st Hebron Damaged.
Monday
House
Denver.
The
or
thn
Maxwell. Two hundred feet
$1,000,000 bond bill for de
big dam or the Maxwell Irrigated passed the
fraying the expenses of the state miLand Co., at Hebron was washed away
voted for the bill and
litia. Pitty-fou- r
by the flood in the Suaarlte, which
voted sKaiusi II. This stiputhirteen
Seven
croases.
dam
stream the
lation went with th passing of the
thousand five hundred acre feet of bill;
that no gunmen shall be paid,
water was lost and the dam was dam- and that
no militiamen who partici
aged to the extent of 15,000. Work
pated In the l.ndlow battle shall be
of repairing the dam will start at once.
an examination Into
There has been a big flow of water In paid until after
ot the affair.
details
the
five
spring
tbe
Sugarlte
and
all
the
on the Maxwell
storage reservoir
Norway Son Celebrste.
tract are filled with water autricient
Denver. Norway's native sons and
to carry crops through until next year.
their descendant In Colorado will
The loss ot the water In Hebron will
celebrate the centennial of Norway'
mske no dtrrerence in forming opera- Independence. In Denver next Sunday,
season.
this
tion
May 17. A memorial service will he
held in the morning In the Y. M. C. A.
12.
Open to Entry June
sudltorium. The Rev. C. K. Sobers
Department ot the interior. United will speak. At 7: SO in the evening a
ce,
Fe,
New
Santa
SUles Land
program and banquet will be held st
1914. Notice Is here Bl Jebel temple.
Mexico. May
I
sur-approved plat or
by given th
Township 23 North, Nurse Ordered to Join U. 8. Troop.
vey of Fracl
Range 1 We
l been received, and
Leavenworth. Kans. Nine women,
open to entry and members of the nurse corps stationed
the lands w
1914.
12th.
June
riling ou at
iter
at the U. S. military post here, left
Francisco Delgado. Reglstei Juan N. for Texas City, Tex , In response to
Vigil, Receiver.
dispatches from the War Department.
New Postmasters.
Santa Fe. Postmaster Ptlueger has
acelved notice of the following fourth
atiuasters commissioned in
Mnrcla E. Holman,
exlco:
Cal.erou ; David W. Otten, Cedar Hill,
,, Clawson,
Fruit land; Robert
InsMi
raud, Crady; Blaucbe R.
Rlncoir, Renaldo 1,. Bonbam,
W.
Mc
.araer,
Capitán; Jams
Michael, Flora Vista, John L, House

deal every

month sod grew very
thin, twn under the

doctor's car for two
long years without
any benefit Finally
after repeated suggestions to try It we

Wtrn

ng and In flfteen minute was beyond
ontrol, at which time it looked as it
very building In tbe town would be

Host
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E. Ptnk- -

ham's Vegetable Compound. After taking the third bottle of the Compound I
was able to do my housework and today
will
I am strong and healthy again.
answer letter If anyone wishes to know
Joseph Asklix,
about my case: "-628 Monroe 01,11 IT ,Míisiiiilli lííiui

I

Mrs.

Lydia K. innkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs, sod today holds the record of
being the most successful remedy we
know for woman's ills. If yon need such
a medicine wiy don't you try it?

If yon have tbe slightest doubt
that Lydla E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound will help yon, write
to Lydla E. Plnkhnm MediclneCo.
(confidential) I,y nn.M ass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.
N
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ANCIENTS KNEW OF GLAZING
Proof That Early Inhabitants of Mexico Used Process In th Manufacture of Pottery.

The discovery by Henry C. Mercer
ot Daylestown, Pa., that the anclen'
ir. habitants of Mexico used a glazing
pixeess In the manufacture of their
pottery ha revolutionised the views
ot esramit; experts at the University
ot Pennsylvania, and may lead, says
American Art News, to tbe discovery
of beds of clay suitable for use today.
Mr. Mercer, who I an expert on tiling and a former curator of the University museum, during a recent study
of Mexican potteries st th museum,
had his attention called to the variance In workmanship in certain collection. He promptly classified the
potteries a possessing two different
kinds of clay, and was surprised to
find that a distinct glaie waa still
apparent.
The ancient Egyptians, say Mr.
Mercer, did not giase their works, the
Chinese adopting this precaution at a
later date to make their vessals Im
pervious to water. Civilisation had
been established by this time, however, and the use of the glazing art
by prehistoric Mexicans msy unfold
Interesting ceramics.
A

You are a product of the
American college T
Ootnsjn Yes.
"And your son, 1 he college bred""
"
"No. he's only a
Church

Simplified

Breakfasts
Make for good days
Prom a package
of fresh, crisp

Post
Toasties
fill

a bowl and add cream or

with soma fruit, a cop
of Instant Poetum, and 8
poached egg or two if you
like, you have a simple breakfast that is wholesome and
satisfying.

Two Mine Guards Reported Lest
Boulder. -- Two Walsenburg
mine
guards, members of Troop D, the local
militia cavalry troop, have been miss

Toasties are bita of com
carefully cooked, delicately
seasoned, and toasted to an
appetbdng "brown" without
being touched by hand. They
look good, taste good, and

U. 8. Marin Killed by Friend.
Crux. Private Andrew Saunders of the Fourteenth company of marinen recently stationed at Washing
ton, D. C, was sbo dead accidentally
by Charle Cannon, Mother marina

The

lng since the recent battle la the
strike fields, and officer ot th com
pany fear they have been killed.
Verm

Memory Lingers"

Sold by Grocers

Everywhere!

CIMARRON
their
lose their socialistic Inclinations." And the liberal prime minister
Of the commonwealth, Joseph Cook,
remarked: "The pictures drawn of
socialism would be beautiful If It were
not for the blac?. blotches on them.
Against that kind of socialism the
HberMa are united."- These expressions of opinion from persons of wideBy WALTER
LL.D.
ly divergent political beliefs show the
(ft" of Ho &W tfimmmOm ert. UmmH, of MmmmO
existence of socialistic sentiment in
ail parties in Australia. Between them
It is merely a question of degree.
It is a curious paradox that the
SOCIALISM IN OUR TIME
antl socialists of the liberal
Melbourne. Aus- One mar send, for a shilling (24 party have enacted as much socialison tbe cents), 1 words by telegraph aa far tic legislation, laws directly opposed
tralia.
Aral pages of the as from New York to Baa Francisco, to Individualism, as the avowedly somoraine newsptv while for a penny (2 cents) one may cialistic section of the Labor party
pora In
talk Ove minutes through a public when In control. Names do not
"which telephone from the street corners in frighten the Australian. He is rather
newspapers fol- the larger cities within the radius concerned as to results.
Individual Initiative Lage.
low tho conserva-U- t of the elty, or suburban service. Pew
And what are the results T GeneralBritish cua-to- would change the telegraph or teleof excluding phone to private monopoly. Govern- ization la dangerous. Certain results,
new
from- lint ment aid to the settlement of land, however, are apparent. The working
pages
may bo to Immigration, to the development of day of long hours Is passing away.
aeen an adver- the "back blocks" or new country is There Is less work and more play in
than In any other civilised
tisement
with generally approved by leaders of all Australia
country. Private capital which finds
tola opening sen- parties.
better returns elsewhere does not rush
tence:
Railroads Poorly Managed,
to the
Individual
"We will reAa to the wisdom of complete nalievo you of the tionalisation of railways there is con- initiative is not so keen. The average
worries of man- siderable dispute, though the oppo- Australian leana against the wall or
aging your own nents of nationalisation are apparently the fence or the lamp post. In maaffairs."
in a amall minority.
There are sug- terial affairs he leans on the govern
It is not. as gestions that private capital be en ment. The chief end of life to him
might he expect- couraged by grants of laud or other Is not business, but the chief end of
ed, an advertisement of the policy and bonuses to build lines of railway In business Is life. Governments are Inpractise of an Australian government the vast interior of Australia where stituted among men, according to his
nor even of the advanced socialistic the states have aa yet been unwilling view, not to preserve order and perelement in the Labor party. It la the or unable to 'do so. Another sugges- mit Individual effort, but to give high
business announcement of a company tion la made that the state owned rates of wages and establish holidays.
g
which acta as trustee, attorney and railways be, as In India, leased, under There Is much idealism In the grow-tnsocialism of Australia but more
agent It does represent, however, suitable restrictions, for operation to
political private companies.
But neither sug- materialism. It aims at larger leisure
the drift of Australian
thought, as ahown Is vote, party plat- gestion ha any considerable political and greater pleasure.
Play Plrst, Thsn Work.
form and legislative enactment. For support The railway service is crude,
"Will you describe the Australian
Australia is seeking to relieve the In- its finances are muddled and It haa
under your moderate sodividual from the worries of manag- followed in the development of the as developing
ing hla own affairs and turn this man- country, rather than, as in the United cialism?" I asked a distinguished coagement over to the state or com States, preceded and brought about lonial author. "In what respect does
Tho "back blocks" he differ from his conservative Britmonwealth government That govern- this development.
ish ancestors?"
ment, apparently, la regarded beat have not as many votes aa the
"I will not do that," was the reply,
of Sydney, Brisbane and Melwhich governs most.
bourne or the city wards. An ap- "but I will tell you a story. An Eng
Paternalism of the State.
discussing Australia, told of
To enumerate the enterprises in parent improvement la noticeable In lishman,
young
In his business house
which the government of the com- the railway aervice and the general awho was offic'al
efficient and ambitious. Thla
management
The
ahows
betterment.
of
or
more
of one or
monwealth
the
aspired to be the head of the
Australian states has engaged, would politician, through the pressure of an official
one day and allowed no other
be to supply a long catalogue. Pri- enlightened public opinion, is coming, firm
It
vate contract between employer and though slowly, to regard the railway Idea to engage washis thoughts.
sent to Sydney,
enterprises. chanced that he
employe has been abolished aa far systems as
Australia, to a position of responsiaa It affects a minimum wage. Arb- The evils of the system have been bility
for his firm. He returned after
politics.
itration of Industrial differences haa largely due to
five years. HI outlook on life had
In
compulsory.
Collective
Force.
Socialism Partially
been made
entirely changed. As regards work
In
bargaining by labor haa been estab"Socialists and
he was as efficient, as quick, as relished by statute. The trades union Australia," said W. M. Hughes, labor liable. But
chief ideal now was to
has been given preference. The right member of parliament and former at- enjoy life: his
headship of the firm
of society aa a whole to Interfere in torney general, "have the moat ex- took secondthe
place to that. He had
private business has been recognized traordinary Ideas of what aociallam acquired
the Australian viewpoint."
In the fundamental law.
rea'ly is. It Is not something to be
story
The
the AusEngaged In Many Enterprlaes.
brought about by act of parliament tralian's attitudeIllustrates
and
work
toward
In another direction, the right of or by vote. It Is a growth just as a play play
And, under even
the state, representing society as a boy grows into a man. Socialism will moderate first
socialism, tho tendency
whole, to engage in business of any come in Australia but by slow growth. among
lv to let the govkind la unquestioned. The railways Complete collectivism, when we get ernment Australians
all the work we'll go
are nationalized. Excepting a few that far, will appear the moat ordinary, play. He do
seeks socialism in our time
miles of private lines run to coal natural and Inevitable thing in the with
hope
and fond expectation
the
it.
minea or factories, all the Australian world for thoae who live under
will
from the worry and
relieve
that
it
Many
system
will think it a perfect
railways are owned and operated by
managing
of
his
work
ownaffairs. The
the state. The same Is true of many and others will object to It, but by all
insist that with socialof tile tramcar or street railway sys- It will be regarded as perfectly ism in full measure
In Austems. The state of New South Wales, natural. Socialism, which, as I under- tralia, the Australian attained
commonwealth
for example, owns and operates the stand It, means the substitution of and citizen will have no affairs to
manage.
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SHARE FARMING IN AUSTRALIA
Plan That Seems Worth Copying Is
Especially Successful With Big
Wheat Crops.

gVWllBHt
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In view of the fact that the estimate
of the present season's wheat crop of
New South Wales is set down at near
ly forty-twmillion bushels, exceeding
last season's record by nearly nine and
one-hamillion bushels, it is proof of
the value of the share farming that a
considerable number of the wheat
farms of New South Wales, and particularly the large ones, are worked
on what is known in Australia as the
o

lf
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Reaping Oats In Australia.

street car system of Sydney, Its chijf
city. If the state of Missouri owned
and operated the street car system of
St. Louis or the state of Illinois the
street oar system of Chicago, the case
would be a parallel one. The telegraph and telephone lines are
and state operated. The state
lends money to farmers who wish to
buy land or stock farms. It builds
booses for workingmen to purchase
on easy terms or rent. It aids miners
In prospecting for snd developing
mineral properties, it gives bounties
It
and subsidies to 'manufacturers.
operates nurseries which supply trees
and shrubs without cost. It owns and
operates irrigation works, brick making plants, abattoirs,
works and engasas la many other enterprises ordinarily left to the initiative ct private Interests. The Australian may borrow money from the
state to buy a farm and stock it with
sheep or cattle, he may ship bis prod-neto the state market over a state
railway, have It slaughtered by state
butchers, direct Its sale by state telegraph, learn the results through a
state telephone, as he sits In a state
concert hall listening to an organ recital by a state organist. And the
end is not yet.
Low Telegraph and Telephone Retes.
As to some enterprises in which
the Australian state has engaged there
Is little or no difference of opinion.
The telephone and telegraph service
are regarded as properly in the handa
of the government. The cheapness of
his service, Its comprehensiveness
and excellence have commended It.
state-owne-

meat-freezin-

ration for competition, will replace Individualism
gradually but
surely because it is the fittest to survive. The belief that socialism can
be achieved by any coup, violent or
peaceful, can only be entertained by
those who fall utterly to understand
not only what socialism Is but what
those factors which m.ke for change
are. The Lambeth conference committee wisely concluded that 'any system of social reconstruction may be
called socialism, which alms at uniting labor and the Instruments of labor (land and capital) whether by
means of the state or the
of the poor.'
Modern socialism la
here; lesa robust, lens complex, less
comnrebenslve. than it will be In the
years to come, but It Is here. Just as
a boy Is less robust than a man, and,
In the sense that a boy Is not a man,
socialism is not hsre now and, in the
sense that a boy la a man, socialism
is here In Australia now."
All Partías Socialistic.
As to the progress toward a larger
socialism, "It Is our policy," said the
secretary of the Sydney labor council, "to hold what we possess and
strive for more. What the Sydney
working people, for example, w.nt
just now is house room at a moderate
rental and this can be secured only
by the government building cottages
wherever the workman may wish."
And A. W. Pearse, editor of the Pastoral Review, able antl socialist, said,
a few minutes afterward: "The state
should assist rural laborers to procure
small areas In rural districts, where
they can marry and rear families
oo-op- e

Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.

I'm

getting
and

bowed

I've long been
gray,
friend from
our
Southern land.
But
a voice
tho
past thrtlla
O

from

my aoul

At

tho

olaap

your
strong,
brown hand:
of

Many years
have passed
since y o a
and I met.
Though It

seems scarce a day to me,
tace we tmrted our dead, with the battle
ratn wet
On that hill by the Tennessee.

A busier In gray came down to the shore.
And elgnated a truce to the blue;
Two captains rode out. 'mid the wrack
snd the gore,
I wax one. and the other waa you;
We met 'neath a tree, where two young

soldiers lay;
We ctinuted, but they gave no sign;
The one waa your brother, who'd fall'n
In the fray.
The other waa brother of mine.

one-thir-

New York. To the men of the
navy who died In the occupation of
Vera Cruz, the city, the state and toe
nation paid tribute In a demonstration
chiefly remarkable for its silence and
solemnity.
Por four miles throu.'i the city
streets, the funeral cortege passed,
anil behind It In an open carriage rode
the President. He sat for the moat
part with head bared, though the May
sun bent down on him aud the mercury climbed above 70.
President Wilson had no formal address prepared for ceremonies at the
Brooklyn navy yard. Secretary Daniels read to him the names of the nineteen American dead In whose honor
the services were held. The President's reply was delivered with slow
lmpresslveness. His voice waa low
and fervent and his face was grave.
"Mr. Secretary," he said, "I know
the feelings which characterise all who
stand about me are not feelings that
can be expressed In eloquence or oratory. Por my part, I have a mixture

camp.

Uke true men you fought, till fighting
waa vain.
Por those who drew sword on your side.
But I've prayed alnce that day to meet
ynu again.
And to talk of eur brothers who died.

To talk of the hunger, the march, and
.
the strife,
Of the snows and the summers' fierce
heat.
And to way: "We are atronger for know- Ing that life,
yours deThouKh mine waa success
feat."
a
truce,
But
we
a truce ver
(ore
m u a t
keep.
Has come

you

for
and

for

me;

are

We

b r others
at heart,

t h r ough
the brothers who

aleep
On

that
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tho Tennessee.
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Danger That

FORGOTTEN

the

Purpose

of

Day Will Psds From
Hearts of Americans.

Memorial

ths

If the younger men and women who
join with the veterans in the tributes
do not have the same sense of per-

sonal loss they have a respect and
reverme for the dead of that great
war which will pass on down the generations, not lessening as they go, and
that will Insure an observance of the
beautiful rites on Into an Indefinite
future long after the last veteran haa
passed from earth. It is not to be
wondered at it sometimes the aging
survivors of the war, remembering
the experiences of the terrible four
years and jealous lest due honor be
not given the martyr dead, fear that
the great conflict and the country's
sacrifices will be forgotten by a heedless people when they are gone
They need not have thla fear.
Though It seems a thoughtless generation, this of the latter day, Intent
upon It own affairs and regardless of
what has gone before, appreciation of
the soldiers Is there in strong measure, and as years go by and a clearer
perspective shows what was wrought
by the war, comprehension and appreciation will increase. It was not
at once that the American people
knew what the revolution had done
for them. It waa many yeara before
aocletiea of descendants of revolutionary soldiers were formed and a
It
soldier ancestry eagerly sought.
will not be so long until to have had
an ancestor among the soldiers of the
Union will be considered a greater
honor. There Is no lack of sentiment
among Americans, heedless though
they may seem, and there Is no danger that the purpose of Memorial day
will ever be forgotten.

Hollene. New Mexlco."Our little
boy first broke out In little yellow
blisters about the sise of pin heads
and they Itched and hurt so badly ha
could not rest day nor night. In a few

days they were running sores and
kept spreading until they were as
large as a dollar. He had them all
over his body and was nearly tortured
to death, as they hurt him so badly he
could hardly aleep. He would scrat ch
and cause great sores all over hla
face and legs.
"We tried several highly recommended remedies but they didn't seem
to help him a bit Nothing seemed to
do any good until we got Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment We hadn't used
the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment but a
short time before he was completely
cured without a scar." (Signed) Mrs.
J. H. Northcutt. Nov. 22, 1912.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.wlth 32-- Skin Book. Address post
card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston." Adv.

"The feeling that is uppermost ia
one of profound grief that these lads
should have had to go to their death.
But yet I feel a profound pride and
envy that they should have been permitted to do their duty so nobly.
"Their duty Is not an uncommon
thing. Men are performing it in the
ordinary walks of life, but what gives
these men peculiar distinction Is that
they did not give their lives for themselves, but gave their lives for us because we as a nation called on them.
"Are you sorry for the lads? Are
you sorry for the way they will be
remembered? I hope to God none of
you will join the list, but if you will,
you will join an immortal company,
and while there goes out of our
hearts an affectionate sympathy for
Un in. we know why we do not go
away from this occasion with our
hearts cast down, but with confidence
that all will be worked out.
"We have gone down to Mexico to
serve mankind If we can find the way.
We don't want to flarht the Mexicans:
we want to serve them.
"A war of aggression Is not a thing
In which it is proud to die but a war
of service Is a war In which it Is a
proud thing to die."
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Probably Soup.
man, who
The witness, a heavy-se- t
looked as though he spent a good
share of his time feasting, was called
to the stand as a witness In a case of
assault and battery.
"You were In the restaurant at the
time this happened," began the judge.
"Now, tell the court just what you
heard."
"Who, me?" asked the man. In be"I didn't hear anything.
wilderment
I was eating." Saturday Journal.

Important t Metrtsra

Diamine carefully every battle of
CASTORIA, a sate and sure remedy for

Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over SO Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Gastarla
Gas Channels.
gas
Bacon Those
pipes seem to be going out of use.
Egbert What do you mean by

The President referred then to the
"cosmopolitan personnel of the victims."
"I listened to the list." he added
with a proround feeling, "because they
were not Irishmen, or German, or Hebrews when they went to Vera Crux.
They were Americans, and no matter
where their people came from, they
did the things that were American.
"War is only a sort of dramatic representation, a symbol of a thousand
foroiB of duty. 1 never was in battle
or under fire, but I fancy it Is just as
hard to do your duty when men are
sneering at you, for when they shoot
at you they take your natural life, and
when they sneer at you they wound
your heart.
"As I think of these spirits that
have gone before us I know that the
way is clearer for the future, for they
have shown us the way."
When the President had finished
there was a moment of silence, then
Rabbi Stephen Wise delivered a prayer
for the dead.
The religious aervice ended with a
prayer by the Rev. John P. Chidwick,
chaplain of the Maine.
The seventeen coffins remained on
the parade ground for half an hour,
still guarded by the sailor pallbearers,
and then were taken to the naval barracks for distribution to tho escorts
that will convey them to family

gas pipes?
"Why, speaking tubes."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure
Constipation is the cause of
Cure the cause and yoa
diasases.
cure the diseaae. Easy to take. Adv.
many

Rich relatives are used by poor men
as objects at which tbey can point
with pride and expectancy.
Be happy Use Red Cross Baa Bine:
much better than liquid blue.
DeliuhU
tbe laundress. All grocers. Adv.

It Is quite possible to eliminate the
sting from a joke and still retain lta
point.

W.L.DOUGL
Mi

SHOES
ira ujre&i

WOMRltiOTH
Mieeee, Soys, Children

loo si.7asasz.ge
s !

Perhaps a million persons saw the
coffins, each on a caisson, borne from
the Battery plaza In lower Manhattan
Tbe
to the navy yard in Brooklyn.
procession was nearly two hours In
passing.
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Lamsr and Lshmann U. S. Mediators.
Washington. Associate Justice Joseph Rucker Lamsr of tbe United
Stutes Supreme Court and Frederick
W. 1. eh in a ii I) of St. Louis, former solicitor genera!, have been selected by
tho President to represent his views
before the South American mediators
In tbe Mexican mediation negotiations
at Niagara Falls. Canada. Secretary
Bryan made tbls official announce
feat.
Senate Kills Constabulsry Bill.
Denver- .- The State Senate on Mon-Uukilled the bill for the establishment of s state constabulsry bill by a
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Stan

homes.

vote of

OVER BODY

BUSTERS ALL

of feeling.

There under lhat oak, we made them one
grave,
And your eyes and my eyes were damp,
n
As wo cut In the bark: "They were
and brave!"
Then each turned and rode back to hla

"shares" system.
Under this system a farmer possessing the necessary team and implement
arranges with the land owner to crop
a certain area for a season or for a
number of seasons. The usual form
of agreement provides that the land
s
owner shall provide land, seed,
of the manure, where manure Is
used, and bags for his share. The
farmer does the cultivating and harvesting, using his own plant; provides
of the manure, and bags for
his share.
Up to a specified yield of the crop
the owner and farmer take equal
shares; any excess becomes the property of the farmer as a bonus to encourage good and thorough farming.
This method of workiag large areaa Is
invariably a success where the arrangement la drawn up on a truly cooperative basis, and ia one of the most
satisfactory ways of working large esLeseen Is In Heart of Youth.
tates Share farming enables a settler
It would be more aeemly, perhapa.
with little mony at bis disposal to ac- If Memorial day could be devoted wholcumulate enough means to buy land ly to its designated purpose, but since
of his own.
youth Is youth and does not willingly
give heed to solemn things, It Is not
Gladstone's Persuasive Power.
clear how this single use of tbe holiStafford house was the Oaribaldtan day can be brought about. But the
headquarters in London during the veterana, as tbey honor the memory
visit of 18tt; r.nd a society pleasantry of their departed comrades, need not
of the time was a proposal to marry fear that the lesson of the latter's
the hero to the old duchess of Suther- deeda and of their own la lost. That
land. Sir Mountstuart Orant Duff tells lesson haa its place, and Its power will
bow some severely practical person be felt whenever need arises.
objected that this wss Impossible, beAll Jeyousnsss a Tribute.
cause Osrlbsldi had a wife already.
It In no way Impeaches the genuine
"Oh!" aaid Abraham Hayward, "we'll
put up Gladstone to explain her away." ness of Memorial day sentiment that
multitudes make It a holiday of mlrtt.
and sport. That Is the spirit of youth,
Tho Way of It.
"go the man you donned for that the call of spring, tbe law of Ufe. It
was to make such joys possible, to
money was very angry? Did you manbrighten and enrich the future of the
age to placate him?"
republic that the heroes of the coun"No, I tried to, bw he got the strantry's wars went to battle and to death.
gle hold first"
two-third-

d

Cortege Pour Mllea Long
Passes Through New York Streets
As Psople Pay Reverent Homage.

By ALFRED R. CALHOUN
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In a certain family there IS one of
those rare old maids- n typo that is
almost extinct. Two sad love affairs
have made Ufe appear rather curdled,
and she's about an cheerful as a rainy
day at tbe seashore. A
grandnlece Is her one confidante, because she's the "only one who understands me." The other day at dinner, after casting a reproachful glance
at the other members of tbe family,
she murmured: "Yes. darling, I
never thought enough of myself. I'm
only now beginning to. I hope when
you grow up yov.1l think something
of yourself " "flh, auntlo! exclaimed
the little one, "1 don't have to wait
till then, 'cause 1 think a whole lot
of myself now!"
-
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Stat of Ohio. City of Toledo, l
(
I.ucas County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
lentor partner of the Arm of K. J. Cheney
doing business In the City of Totledo,Co.,County
and State aforesaid, and
thatsaldrtrmwlll pag the sum of ONE
ery cas of Catarrh that cannot be cured
y

,u

CniAKitoN, N. M.

Mayo,

00 la propiedad del duano y no tiara:;
permiscios par. cazar en dioho raucho de
lis wife had pres.-rt-him Vermejo sin permicioo escrito del dueño.
with twins that morning, and thl
William H. Bartletl.
expected event had upset hirn so
t
that he felt he couldn't give his
to the trial as much as was necei
NOTICE
to do It Justice. The court lau
The Vermejo Ranch having been made
heartily and the man appeared sur- - a
game and fish preserve under the lawn
prised at his callousness.
of the Stale of New Mexico, and as it deBnt be didn't get off.
"I'm stone deaf, my lord." said one sirable to preserve and increase the game
eager Juror, before he was sworn, evi- and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
dently expecting he would be let off that no permits for shooting or fishing will
forthwith. So I was Instructed to be issued lor the next three years.
make Mm stand down for a while till
William H. Bartletl.
we had got his panel arranged, which
he did with a smile as of a conqueror.
But that smile was his undoing, for
AVISO
the Judge had observed it, though he
El Rancho de Vermejo es un presarvo
gave not the least Indication of this.
de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
However, when all was ready fol the
case to start, and whilst the man was de Nuevo Mexico' y como queren preserstanding expectantly near the box, his var y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
lordship, looking at me. said blandly aviso aquí que no darán permiscioe para
jazar por tu- - anos.
and unconcernedly:
William H. Bartletl.
"Oh, Just write dowi for that man
, will you?"
that he may go, Mr.
turned to the juror, but It was
clear he had heard the Judge's words,
NOTICE.
for he was hurriedly preparing to depart. And before I could explain to
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
him the judge added quietly:
Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
"By the by, he may aa well stop. hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or
His bearing seems to be improving,
hre wood, or for any purpose whatsoand he can wait for the next case, by ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
which time it will doubtless be all
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
right again.''
the lull extent of the law.
I got a bit of a shock one morning
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
when, on calllnlg out the name of
for W. S. Land & Cattle Co.
"Francis Johnson" among the Jurors,
a lady in court arose and came forward. Judge, counsel and spectators
1
stared in wonder.
AVISO.
"But you're a woman!" I gasped.
del pasteo del W. S.
El
dentro
traspasar
"Of course!" replied she tartly.
"What did you imagine I was a mon- en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-tkey?"
maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
I had to explain that women were
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
Ineligible for Jitting on a jury.
s
"Then why did you bring me up c equellos que asi traspasarenseran
from Sidcup?" she inquired.
"I have
ai Uenode la ley.
lost my time and money In coming, Por (Primado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
and all because you folks are so silly
la Compnaia da Reces del W. 8.
that you can't tell a woman from a
man."
She had the pull of ua, and the specNOTICE
tators grinned shockingly.
Pay the lad s rare and excuse
Whereas, our ranch situated on the
, suavely.
her," said Mr. Justice
headwaters of the Costilla River, Taos
This was the neatest and safest county. New Mexico, having been made a
method, as his lordship knew when
he caught the glint In that lady's eye. game and fish preserve under the laws of
80 I paid her expenses and she loft, the Stale of New Mexico, known as "The
smiling and thanking the judge pro- Costilla Game and Fish Preserve" snd
Wheress, the object of said game and fish
fusely.
A Judge is usually a capital hand at preserves being for the protection of game
summing up human nature, especially and linn and their increase, therefore, noof the feminine variety. All said and tice is hereby given that no permits lor
done, that Is his business.
hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
during the negt three years.
Cause and Effect.
The Adams Cattle Company,
Apropos of Eastertide, the following
H. W. Adams. General Manager.
little story, which has reached me, By
may be worth a smile. It was Easter
Sunday, and the wife already had arrayed herself iu her spring finery. She
AVISO
made a pretty picture aa she stood becuanto nuesto rancho situado en la
fore the mirror In her "peg top" skirt
del Rio Costilla, Candado de Taos,
and her chic little hat of a French cabezo
model.
Outside the procession had Nuevo Mexico, es un preservo de casa y
begun.
The air wa vibrant, with st dos bajo las leyes del estado de Nuebells.
There was a riot of gay vo Mexico conosido por el nombre ds "El
church
Preservo de caza y pescado de Costilla,"
costumes.
For some reason or other, Friend y por cuanto el objecto de dicho preservo-d- e
Hubbuud was slow. Finally the wife
caza y pescado es por el protecion y el
became impatient "Henry," she ex- acracentamiento del pescado.
Por esta
postulated, tapping her feet, "can't razón dan aviso que no darau permicios
you hurry ? What's the use of my havpara cazar durante trek anos.
ing a $60 bat unless somebody can
Th Adams Cattle Company,
ajte it?"
'. Adams, General Manager.
"Just a moment, dear," temporized By
the patient Heury; "Just a moment,
white trim my cuffs." Chicago Inter
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a clerk in one of
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ington beginning April 6, on collective
bargaining, conciliation and arbitration. Thla was followed by another
hearing tn Washington, on April 13,
peoAmerican
on
being
forced
the
The reforms now
on efficiency systems and labor. Short-ple by the Democratic administration and the readjust- U. S. Commission Hold Initial ly after the Washington hearings the
commission will hotd a public hearing,
Meetings at Washington.
ments necessitated by changes in banking call for a good
probably In Chicago, on profit sharing
and bonuses. Matters to be made the
deal of time. The new tariff, now in operation a little
subjects of special hearings will also
more than a year, must have time before it can be proper- Will Seek to Harmoniza Relation B be inquired Into at the more general
hearings In other cities.
In
tween Employer and Employ
ly executed and put in working order. This is not a peTrad Marts of the Nation to
honey-combenatura
legislation,
d
but
of
culiar coincidence
Advantage of Both.
Not Whxt You'd Call Unanimous.
al result of the reformation of 16 years of Republican gov"The many men of many minds," a
may
ex
Washington.
How
relatione
ernment, when the destinies of Democratic party were ut- latlng between employer and employ trifle mordaclously remarked J. Fuller
Oloom, the well known misanthrope of
terly disregarded by the great masses of the American in the natlon'a Industries be made mor Sniffles. Mo., "who were as numerous
harmonious without sacrificing the In the revered copybooks of our barevoters, who voted for their best interests.
right or thwarting the legitimate amfooted schook days as the many birds
While the reforms as promulgated by the Democratic bitions of either?
of many kinds and the many fishes
InUnited
of
The
commission
State
(he sea are still with us. They are
party have for a time at least worked a hardship on the dustrial relations Is In the field to And Inexpressing
the devious workings of
masses, the publicas a whole in conjunction with the press an answer. And any parson who has their multitudinous mentalities by
a constructive suggestion will be given
pieces for the papers and pro
has been in accord with the greater part of the reforms. an opportunity Uj offer it at tin publlo writing
mulgating in hired halls, from handy
hearings
now
being
being
anticipated
planned
of
reforms
the
out
A thorough working
stumps and in etreet corners their
Among the clUe that probably will many theories about things that are
by all before anything definite could or would be accom- be visited by the commission are. New wrong
and their favorite remedies
York, Philadelphia, Boston. I'uterson, therefor, and seem to me to cover the
plished.
Scranton, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Wheelquestion in each case about as aptly
The administration has not been short of criticism; ing Charlotte. Oreenvtlle. Atlanta, Bir- as
did the parrot whose proud owner
i.oule-rlUemingham,
Memphis,
Nashville,
counboasted that the bird could tell time.
it will not be as long as this remains a free speech
New Orleans, Detroit, Indlauapo-Us- . The erudite fowl sceerched 'Seven
try. It is through criticism that one must learn and why
Cleveland. Chicago, Houghton. Milo'clock!' all day losjg and far Into the
waukee, Madison, St. Louis, Kansas night, and bit It with fair accuracy
should an administration be immune from such'
City, 8t. Paul, Denver, Trinldud, Dalbut twice in the 24 hours." Kansas
las or Houston, Los Angeles, Ban FranCity Star.
cisco,
Heat
tie,
Butte
Lead
and
The Republican party does not ask any favors from Men or women who
can tell of a
British Navy Estimate.
Mexico,
exception
in
with
New
the
successful effort to maintain hurmonl
the Democratic party
Deapite the fact that the British
and satisfactory relations through navy estimates for he current year
of expecting the same courtesies through their organs as oua
trad agreemeut or otherwise re In- show a proposed expenditure of
was accorded them in the last election. The party that vited by the commission to communian increase of nearly ten
with it at Washington and to send million dollars over last year the
and abuse this fall will be certain cate
resorts to muck-rakin- g
in the names of witnesses
bo are greater navy advocates are not satis
of defeat at the hands of the voters. It must and will be competent to testify regarding such ef- fled. The London Dally Mail aays:
forts.
"The program of new construction,
a campaign of facts and truths based upon things as they Other fields of Inquiry will ue
consisting of only four battleships
include the four
tared, however,
light cruisers and 12 de
are and not as tbey should have been.
problems of unsk lied labor, such aa stroyers, with an undisclosed number
unemployment, Irregularity, and revo- of submarines,
disappointingly
In a new iceless refrigerator the temperature is kept lutionary labor organizations; the rela- meager. Judged by the admiralty's
tion of the courts to labor disputes;
atandards, It Is quite Insufficient
down by the evaporation of water from an absorbant cloth vocational education, and the activities own
No provision, other than a slight ac
enIn
public
of
agencies
enacting
and
that surrounds it and is kept stretched tight by a wire forcing laws for the regulation of In- celeration of the battleship program. Is
made to fill the gap left by the delay
netting; and in a foodless dinner the temperature is kept dustrial relations.
In voting of the Canadian
One Important subject to be considAnd yet, as Mr. Churchill
up
ip the belt another notch.
ered Is scientific management and the said last year, these three ships 'are
problem of how to supply It on a bast
absolutely required from 1816 onwards
is fair to both employers aad em- for the whole world defense of the
that
coffee
right
not
their
prepare
who
do
dealers
German
ployes.
British empire." "
lv, confides a consular report, had better be careful of tfce Public hearings began on April t,
and information as to witnesses and
Greater Safety In Coal Minea.
Staatlicbe Ausalt zur Untersuchung von Nahrungsund-Ge-nussmittel- n
matters that should be considered ip
The
üdsor
Landes-inli.tilezirsowie Gebrauchsgegenstanden fur den
particular cities should be sent to the Collier
commission promptly.
to the
Berlin will get era if they don't watch out.
The first hearing was held in Wash Valley,
by which
stalled
Is a;
it
signaling
America
of
virtually
have
Mine
Workers
ted
1 ne
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quit of serving as a Juror,
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Hell.
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00 in strike benefits to Colorado miners since
paid $2,(H
April 1, 1910, and about that much more for rifles and am
munition, ami the end is not yet in sight.

Legal Notices

SERVICE

DUTY THAT IS DI8LIK
CITIZENS.

PUBLIC

Elwood Meade, chaiiman of the rivers and water supply committee of ttfe state "I Victoria, Australia, who is
touring the western states, has the following to say about
the conditions and the price of land in California:
"The method of advertising and real estate operation
in California are tremendously expensive and have raised
the price of your land so that you are not Kitting the set
NO. 92
NO. 80
NO. 80
NO. t
tiers you need. Conditions here are a bar to the man of
of
the
per
per quart 70c
limited means; are going to bar the development
per quart 70c
state. Because of your high prices the best class of farming settlers from the middle west, the people you want These inks are a guaranteed product,
It's
most, are turning their backs on California and are going
to Canada and Australia."
Globe-WernickOffice Furniture and Supplies
e
This, then, seems to be the stone in the highway of
western progress, and what is true of California, can be Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec
maintained of other western states without prevaricating.
tional Book Cases and Unifiles
Any raw or unimproved western land that is susceptible
to irrigation, should in no instance sell for more than from
$50 to $65 an acre. Adding to this $50 an acre on a 160
Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
acre farm for the necessary improvements and putting the
land under a high state of cultivation, the land will cost Brushes,
etc., Carbons and
upwards of $100 per acre, and no crops have been grown.
It is a physical impossibility to realize ten per cent on
Papers, Manuscript Covers
a farm that costs more than $100 per acre, deducting the writing
necessary running expense; and this is the usual rate of in
and Blank Legal Forms
terest one must pay.
Exorbitant prices on unimproved lands do not attract
the attention of farmers who, would land be reasonable in
the purchase price, would settle up the country at a rapid
rate.

Not A Peculiar Coincidence
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frankTtchenet.

Sworn to before me and eubscrlbed In
n y reseño, this th day of December,
(Seal)
A. W OLEASON.
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally
and arts directly upon the blood and
surfaces of th system. Send for
h

F. J fnicNKT
CO. Toledo. O.
Sold by all Druggists, Wo.
Hall Family Pills for oonatlpatloo.
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The News prints the
news .when it

is news.

Dead
fried heart of his pet dog, wuic

had
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The News gives the
news when it is news.

The Irrigation Season
is
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Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.
Shoes for every member of
the family at prices C 00
from

$2 to
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Aa a Wealthy Young Farmer Me Kllle
Leade Band of
Sister's Suitor
Now Hero of Many
Outlaw
Hard-Earne-

d

Battle.

Chicago. A remarkable story of
the career of "Pancho" Villa. Hie
n"h"l veneral of Mnxlno who roeam'y
.taptured Torreón and who Is known
aa Mexico's greatest fighting man, was
told In Chicago.
The narrator waa
Robert Anderson. 117 Sheldon street,
Who for seven years has lived In Torreón and who la waiting here for the
chiio to subside before he returns

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
It
W
price. I ou will need a pair.
The price is from
M 00
P
$4 down to
1

was that In the speaker's eye whloh
made the priest obey.
In silence they rode rapidly off Into
the hills, where Villa waa confident
his sister and the young magistrate
had gone. An hour before nightfall
they struck the elopers' trail. Pushing on. despite the darknesa, "Pancho" and the priest came upon the
couple In a camp they had pitched In
a sheltered nook.
Villa said no word, but drew bis re
The fellow trembled at the
volver.
sight of the Irate brother. "Pancho"
turned to the priest
"Marry them," he ordered sharply
' Refusal
was on the churchman's
Hps. but a flourish of Villa's revolver
caused him to comply.
There In the dark of night. In the
hills high above Torreón, the marriage
was solemnised. It was a marriage
accompanied by no words at congratn- -

Mr.
Anderson's story deals with
four chapters In the Mexican fighter's
tlf
It tells of Villa the peapeable
'farmer, of Villa the avenger of a
Wronged sister, of Villa the bandit,
And of Villa the general. The narra-Uvas related by Mr. Anderson fol'

e

The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

ic V.

The Young Farmer.
fertile valley among the hills
that surround the Mexican city of
Torreón there lived fifteen years ago
b sturdy young farmer whoae efforts
supported his aged parents and two
glisters, both younger than himself.
The ranch was small, yet there was
I.

In a

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and the prices are in conformity with good qualities and fabric.

styles.

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire satisfaction. Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.

Rogers,

Whiteman

&

Co.
.

I
I

tflone In all Durango more productive.
Bach year Its yield was more bountiful and (he young farmer was glad,
for soon he hoped to inherit the property from his father and conduct it
for himself and his sisters. He was
person, this
a quiet and peace-lovin-g
young man of fifteen years ago.
mere mention of his name strikes
terror to. the heart of Provisional
Pre Ident Huerta and his troops. But
that Is getting ahead of the story.
r The young rancher was Francesco
nicknamed
Villa (pronounced Vee-yaPoncho." the same "Pancho" Villa
who recently captured Torreón and
who Is looked upon as the greatest
fight Ing man In all tuibulent Mexico.
Young Villa loved his sisters, dearly. Both of them were extremely
Beautiful Mexican girls, dark, with
long, straight black hair and blackish
brown, sparkling eyes that never wore
still. Of course, the Villa girls were
popular with the neighboring young
ranchers, who sought them aa company on long gallops over the roads
through the woods adjoining Torreón.
Pancho" looked with disfavor upon
his sisters' suitors. He feared that
among them might be two who could
gain the love of the girls and marry
them, and, of course, taaa them from
the Villa ranch.
"Pancho" even spoke his thoughts
to his sisters. They laughed at him
and tossed their heads defiantly. Their

reported "seen" in various states Pa
northern Mexico and simultaneously
came reports of raids and routing of
detachments of federal troops Villa
and his bendita were coming to be
widely feared, and. In a mesurare, respected.

Rallying about him a great number
of rebela In addition to his troop of
Mrs. "Pancho" Villa.
raiders, he began a aeries of open and
ooocerfed attacks. He waa uniformly
Within
no
kisses.
latlon, no smiles,
Since his Interjection of
ten minutes from the time Francisco successful.
affaire he baa
In Mexican
himself
magVilla's sister became the young
to be known aa a great general
istrate's bride she became his widow. come
not a trained fighter, It seems, bat a
Villa's acta of that night are history natural
one, and one who gains the
n and about Torreón.
of his men.
Scarcely had the ceremony been loyalty greatest
achievement of the war
His
said when Villa stepped between his
of Torreen.
capture
the
waa
Again
ha
sister and the magistrate.
turned to the priest.
"Make ready a death warrant," ha
ordered, grimly.
ART IN CLEVERNESS
Again the churchman would have MUCH
refused, but young "Pancho's revol
ver made him obey. Seising the Straining for Effect an Error Inte
priest s leather bound book and tear
Which Really Brilliant People
ing the flyleaf from It, Villa coolly
Sometí mea Stray.
wrote the words that spelled death

for his sister's abductor. At the point
of his pistol ha made the priest sign
the papar.
A moment later a single shot rang
out In the forest stillness The form
of the young magistrate stiffened.
then crumpled, twisted and
Villa ordered the priest to conduct
his sister to her home. Then he gal
loped off In the darknesa. Ills career
as a bandit had begun.
III. Villa, the Bandit.
For more than fourteen years after
that night of tragedy "Pancho"
roamed the woods and the hills,
hunted by the rurales (mounted po
lloe). always terrorising them and al
ways eluding their grasp. He never
waa captured. The town of Torreón
rings with the stories of the bandit
Villa's deeds In the hills. His raids

ll.lQHÉkaáf

"Parteho" Villa.
eyas twinkled aa they
klaaed their brother kisses of mock
they
In secret, however,
farewell
told themselves they loved young
"Pancho" more for the love ha showed
for them. But the suitors continued
to coma and the gallops In the bills
were as frequent aa before
Hv Villa Slays the Man.
There was a certain young macla
trate In the town of Torreón whom
Villa disliked Intensely. Word came
to "Pancho" at length that this magia-tratwaa seen ogling his elder staler
Villa detected the pair In a
clandestine meeting. In a rage he
ordered his sister borne and threatened the young magistrate with death
should he dare set foot on Villa property again. That night, upon his arrival at the ranch house, young: "Pancho" berated his sister sharply and
commanded her to cease hew friendship with the magistrate.
The señorita' ayes filiad with tears.
She had become infatuated with the
wealthy young man.
At the morning meal next day the
elder slater waa missing. A search of
the house fallvl to reveal bar. "PanHe discovered,
cho" waa worried.
then, that the young magistrate, too,
bad disappeared. The pair had eloped.
brother's raga anew no bounds

black-brow-
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rada we receive:
Mr. David Suttle, Glen Ellgin, Ill.writes:
"I sent tor your "Actina" and when It
came I told my wife 1 would throw my
glasses sway and give the "Actina" a fair
show. I did so, following directions, snd
soofl felt my eyes were getting in normal
condition Ka' and uow I can say my
is as good aa ever, and my headaches
practically vanished,"
S Mr. Emery E. Deitrick,
7124 Tdlewild
St. E. E., Pittsburgh, Pa,, writes: "My ayes
were very weak and my vision waa so oad
that 1 could recognize people only at short
distences. Since using "Actina" I have
discarded my glasses, my headaches are
gone, and mv vision I believe, is aa good
as ever it was."
Mr. . H. Frankenfield, 5.22 E. 20th St.,
Cheyenne, Wyo. writes; "Regsrding what
the "Actina" has done for me, I am proud
to aay that I am not wearing my glasses at
all. As for my catarrh, it is almost gone
and I hsve been troubled with if for more
than sixteen years.
"A great number of my railroad friends
are buying "Actinas" aa you know by the
orders you have received."
"Actina" can be used with perfect safety
by every member of the family for aoy affliction of the eye, ear, throat or head. A
free trial of the "Actina" is given in every
case.
Seni for our FREE TRIAL offer snd
Address Actina
valuable FREE BOOK.
Appliance Co.. Dept. 262 N, 811 Walnut
LSt., Kansas City, Mo.
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and his deeds of daring became the
talk of the community.
Secretly, of course, the ranchers of
the community who had known young
"Pancho" sympathised with him and
ware glad to hear of his successful
elusion of the rurales. Publicly, however, aa he was an outlaw. "Pancho"
waa denounced and the rurales were
urged to bring him to town, dead or
alive. Time after time VUla escaped
Ha made them appear aa laggards
and blunderers. Under their very
noaea the bandit would perpetrate his
deeds of daring, laugh at the rurales,
then escape Into the hills The posses
that pursued him Invariably returned
In a day or two, shamefaced and disWith each new raid "Pn-cho- "
couraged.
grew bolder, until he came to be
among dare
known as a dare-devi- l
devils and a fighter among flghtere.
IV. Villa, the General.
Karly during the present troubles
In Mexico, particularly the rebellion
against Huerta, the name of VUla
came to be heard more often. He was

For Good,
2

Up-to-da- te

Some of us are always amused at
the different way a In which people
try to be clever or pretend to be gay
and lively. Some show It by spending
a vast amount of money on dinners
and being rude to waiters. Others
chatter all the time, and imagine that
If they show their front teeth steadily
for several hours somebody will call
them brilliant conversatlonallste.
Some like to make a great noise and
carry on a perpetual fire of banter, of
which "You're another" la a vivid specimen of the repartee. Others, on tbe
other hand. Imagine that if they are
o
daringly decollette and make
"eyes" at everybody
posterity will
range them among the great fascina-tor- s
of their generation.
Not a few find a huge fund of hilarity in placing a cushion over the door
and a piece of soap in the bed, while
long
othera hope that If they
enough and loud enough tbey may
eventually utter a mot ani claim the
fame of being a wit forever and ever
afterward. Aa a matter of fact, however, a brilliant light conversationalist la one of the rarest things la the
whole world. Such a one la bora,
though time and experience may elaborate the gift
Lota of people talk talk an awful
lot tat very few are worth listening
to. Above everything alee in gaiety
there must be no sense of "strain."
Better be silent than force your humorous "note." A witty conversation
Ilea not so much In what la said aa
tbe whimsical way a person says it.
That la why so many books of humor
"
mentally inInvariably get
serted by the reader between brackets.
That, too, la why so many people
who amuse you once drive you frantio
with boredom the second time. It la
so different to be lightly amusing, and
amusingly light, without' being merely
frivolous and "giggly,"
goo-go-
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HAPPENINGS OF A NIGHT

IN HCHMOND IN THE SPUING OF 1865

"Has

Carolina, with a tees;, deep algti.
bar head, and slowly hand-a- d
the letter to him Wilfred took It
mechanically, his eyes filed en the
girl, who had suddenly grown very
white of face, trembly of Up, and
teary of
"You ara vary food," ha aald, tearing tha letter into pieces, "to help me
like you did."
"It was nothing," whispered the girl
"You can help me again, If yoa want

him?" a
front or

hook

cama the first time, but it Isn t possible she could "
"Anything Is possible," snapped
Impatiently. He waa evident
ly neiermineo to suspect evorynoay,
and leave no stone unturned to prevent the failure of his plana "Cor-

eye-lash-

ILLUSTRATIONS BY tDGAR

SYNOPSIS.

Mr. varneyl

wife

of

a Confedera

haa oel one eon and another ts
mnnl.
ylna from weunds. Sim reluctantly Iva

concent for Wilfred, the youngest, In
hr
Join tha army If hli father consent. Tha

ara making their teat assault
Kdlth
In an effort to capt jre Richmond.
vemey secures from Preetdent Da eta a
eommlealon foj ('api Tl.orne. who ! 'net
recovering from arounda. aa chief of the
telegraph at Richmond. Capt. Thome
telle Edith he hae bean ordered away
Sha declarea he muat not go and talla
Film of the commleelon
from the preat-deHe ra strangely agitated and deaeoept.
cannot
clarea ha
Thome decldea
to eecepe whtU Kdlth leave tha roll to
by
get the commission, hot la prevented
tha arrival of Carolina Mltford Wilfred's
aweetheart. Mr. Arrelsford of the Confedérate eecret eerrlre, a rejected eultor
of Bdlth'a. detecta Joña. Mr. Varner'e
butler, carrying a nota from a prisoner
In IJhby piiaon. Arrelaford suspect
It
la Intended for Thorne. The note read:
"Attack tonight. Plan I I rae Telegraph." Arrelaford declares Thorne I
Tewte Dumont of the Federal eecret
aervlce. and that hi brother Henry to a
prtaoner In I.lhhy Kdlth refiiaas to believe and suggest that Thorne be
with the prisoner aa a teat
Carolina and Wilfred collaborate on a totter to tha central aekfng permlsaton for
Wilfred to Join the army.
rain

"What's' the reason he won't?" asked the girl.
"Because bo wont"
"What do yoa ears so long as ha
sends It?"
"Well. I do care and that's enough
I'm not going to hare you making eye
at Dug Foray on my account "
"Oh. well," aald the girl, blushrug
Of course If you foal that way about

CHAPTER VII. Continuad.
Wilfred regarded bar dubiously
He
felt aa an author does whan he aeea
hie pet periods marked ont by the
Slue pencil of the ruthless editor.
"Ton might leave that ont." he befan, cutting valiantly at his moat
cherished and admired phrase.
"No," protested Caroline vehement-ly- ,
"certainly not! That Is the best
thing In the whole letter."
"That 'damn' Is going to cost us
seven dollars, you know."
"It Is worth It." said Caroline, "it
Is the best thing you have written.
Tour father Is a general In the army,
he'll understand that kind of language.
What's next? I know there's something now."
" Tom Klttridge haa gone' He was
killed yesterday at Cold Harbor.'"

out that about" she caught
her breath, and her eyes fixed themselves once more on that little round
hole In the breast of his Jacket "
about his being killed."
"But be was killed and so was Johnny Sheldon I have his uniform, you
'

BtRT SMITH

i.e-w-

It,

I"

"That's the way I fool all right.
But you won't giro up the ldoa of
helping me, will you, because 1 fool

like

thatr

"No," answered Caroline softly. Til
help you all I can about that letter,
do you mean?"
"Tea, about that letter and about
other things, too."
"Give it to me," said the girl, "1
will go over It again "
She sat down at the desk, and as
she scanned It, Wilfred watched her
anxiously.
To them Mrs. Varney entered. 8e had an Open letter In one
hand and a cap and belt In the other.
She stopped In the doorway and motioned for some one In the hall to follow her, and an orderly entered the
room. His uniform was covered with
dust, his sunburned, grim face waa
covered with sweat and dust also. He
stood In the doorway with the ease of
a veteran soldier, that Is without the
painful effort to be precise or formal
which marks the young aspirant for
military honors.
"Wilfred." said Mrs. Varney, quickly approaching him, "here is a letter
from your father." She extended the
paper. "He sent It by his orderly."
Wilfred stepped closer to the elder
woman while Caroline slowly rose
from her chair, her eyes fixed on
Mrs. Varney.
"What does he say, mother?" asked

ma

that

you would "

on

What might have happened farther

Wilfred.
"He says " answered his mother
ltt measured quietness, and control
ling herself with the greatest difficulty, "he tells me that that you are
" in spite of her tremendous effort,
her voice failed her. "Read It yourself, my boy," she whispered pitifully.

guise about the real tears

In

Caroline determinedly, "you give It to
sue.' I'll gat It sent "
"But how are you going to send It?"
asked Wilfred, extending tha letter
"Never you mind," answered the
girl
"8e hare!" the boy criad. "1 am
not going to have you apead your
money, and)

"
no

danger of that, I
"There's
haven't any to spend." She took the
letter from his band. "I reckon Doug
lass Korayil send It for me. He's In
the telegraph office and he'll do most
anything for me."
"No." aald Wilfred sternly.
PATHETIC PLEA FOR CHILDREN
Words of Charles Klrtgsley
Heeding by Bvery Man and
an ef Any Worth.

Worth
Wom-

not deceive yourselves about tha
little dirty, offensive children In tha
street. If they be offensive to you.
they are not to him that made them
"Taha bead that ra despise not on
of these IltOa ones; for I aay unto you
that In hearen their angela do always
behold tbr faca of my father which
Do
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"Are you going, dear?" aaked Mrs.
Varney, forcing herself to speak.
Caroline nodded her head as before
"Oh,' yea," continued the older woman, "your party, you have to be there."
At that the girl found voice, snd
without looking back ahe murmured
"There won't be any party tonight."

r
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fed,
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6.90
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CHAPTER

"Howard says he can get another
belt when be wants It, and you are
to have his blankets, too. 1 will go
snd get them."
She turned and left the room She
was nearly at the end of her resisting
power, and but for the welcome di
version Incident to her departure, she
could not have controlled herself
longer.
The last one! One taken,
one trembling, and now Wilfred!
The boy entered into none of the
emotions of his mother. Ha clapped
ths cap on his head and threw It
back
"Fits me Just as if it were made
for me," he said, settling tha cap
firmly in place. "Orderly, 1 will be
with you In a Jiffy "
Caroline stood still near the table,
her eyes on the floor.
"We wont have to send It now,
will we?" he pointed to the letter

Is In heaven." Is there not In every
one of them, aa In you, the light that
Ughtetb every man that comath Into
the world? And know you not who that
light Is, and what ha aald of little
children? Then take heed, I aay, laat
you despise one of these little onee
Listan not to tbe Pharisee when ha
says Except tbe little child be con
verted, and tocóme aa I am, ha shall
In nowise enter into the kingdom of
heaven. But listan to tha voice of him
who kaew what la in man, whan he
"Except ye be converted, ye

bottom,
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Grain.
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VIII.

Edith la Forced to Play the Game.
Caroline's departure was again interrupted by the Inopportune
from the back ball of Mr. Ar
reisford, who was accompanied by two
soldiers, whom he directed to remain
by the door. As he advanced rapidly
toward Mrs. Varney, Caroline stepped
aside toward the rear window.
"Is he " began Arrelaford, turning
toward the window, and starting back
In surprise as he observed Caroline
for the first time.
"Yes, he is there," answered the

night?"

"Yea," answered Caroline, "it is on
"
I
very Important business, and
"Oh,"
returned Mrs. Varney, 'If
that la the case, Martha must go with
you."
"You know we haven't a single servant left at our house." Caroline said
in explanation of her request.
"I know." said Mra. Varney, "and,
Martha, don't leave her for an in-

stant"

' Ah'll
answered Martha
take oa' ob huh."
Aa aoon as she had loft the room,
passing between the two soldiers, Arrelsford took up ths con versa lion H
spoke quickly and In a sharp v jlce. Ha
was evidently greatly excited.
"What la sha going to do at the
telegraph office?" he aaked.
"I have no Idea." answered the wom-

No'm,"

an.

shall not enter Into the kingdom of
heaven." Thalr souls are like their
bodies,
not perfect, but beautiful
enough and fresh enough to shame
anyone who shall dare to look dowu
upon them. Their souls are like thalr
bodies, hidden by the rags, foul with
the dirt of what we miscall civilisaBut take them to the pur
tion.
iraasn strip off ths ugly, shapeless
raga, wash tbe young limbs again, and
you ahall And them, body and sout

Want Too taucn Light
Here."

smile
has wi
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Hurriedly.

Reef

her eyes

woman.
"Oh, Mra. Varney," cried Caroline,
dressed himself.
cept the end."
there's a heap of soldiers out In your
"I am to go back with you?"
"Why, that leaves It Just the same
"General's orders, sir," answered back yard here. You don't reckon
except the part about "
"Tea," said Caroline In despair, the soldier, saluting, "to enter the any thing's the matter, do you?"
The girl did íeot lower her voice,
"and after all the work we have service. God knows we need everyand waa greatly aurprlsed st the imbody now "
done."
"When do we start?" asked Wilfred mediate order for silence which pro"Let's try It again." said Wilfred.
ceeded from Mr. Arrelsford, whose
"No." said Caroline, "there Is no eagerly, his face flushing as he reala
nse. Everything else has got to stay ' ised that his fondest desire was now presence she acknowledged with
very coot. Indifferent bow.
"Well, then, we can't iolegraph It. to be gratified.
"No, there ia nothing the matter,
"As soon as you are ready, sir. I
It would cost hundreds of dollars."
"Martha,"
dear," said Mrs. Varney.
"Yes. we can telegraph It," said am waiting."
she said to the old servant who had
"I am ready now," said Wilfred
He turned to hie mother. "You won't come In response to her ring: "1 want
mind, mother," he said, his own Upe you to go home with Miss Mltford.
(rem! ling a little for the first time at You must not go alone, dear Good
night."
the sight of her grief.
"Thank you very much, Mrs. VarMrs. Varney shook her head.
She
stepped nearer to him. amoothed the ney," answered Caroline. "Come Mar
hair back from his forehead, and tha." As she turned, she herniated
stretched out her arms to him as !f You don't reckon she could ko with
she fain would embrace him, but she me somewhere else, do you?"
"Why, where else do you want to
controlled herself and handed him the
go at this hour, my dear girl?" asked
cap and belt.
"Your 'brother," she said slowly, Mrs. Varney.
"Just to to the telegraph office,"
"seems to be a little better. He wants
i
you to take bis cap and belt. I told answered Caroline.
Mr. Arrelsford, who had been wait
him your father had sent for you, and
impatience dur-ining with
I knew you would wlah to go to the
this dialogue, started violently,
front at once."
"Now!" exclaimed Mrs. Varney la
Wilfred took the belt from her
trembling hands, and buckled it about great surprise, not noticing the action
blm. His mother handed him the cap. of her latest guest. "At this time of

His Mother
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mother. I will soon be back. Order- hall. You can got a good view of every Veal calves
7.60 10.50
ly I" he cried.
thing from there."
Bulls
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1.00 C 69
Staga
"Sir."
"But If he sees met"
good
"I am ready." aald Wilfred,
"He won't see you :f It la dark in Feeder and stockers,
to choice
... Í.607.10
He threw one long, meaning look the hall." He turned to the oorpoi li
and stockers, fair
at Carolina, and followed the soldier who had
and resumed hi Feeders
to good
5.78Sio0
out of tha door and across the hall. station. "Turn out those lights out Feeders
and stockers, comThe opening and closing of an outside
mon to fair
6.00fi5.7l
door was hoard, and then all waa still.
Mrs. Varney held her hand to her
Hogs.
heart, and long, shuddering breaths
8.10 8.!6
Good hogs
came from her. He might soon be
Sheep.
back, but how. She knew all about
the famous Injunction of the Spartan
$7.007.76
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S.006.15
woman,
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Ith your shield or on it,
Yearlings (light)
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but somehow she had no Idea r.f
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Wethers
tha full significance until It came to
her last boy, and for a moment she
Hay.
waa forgetful of poor, little Orollrje
(F. O. B. Denver, carload price 1
until aha saw the girl wavering toColorado upland, pe. ton $13.0014.00
ward the door, and there waa no dis-

but"

Kissed

Beef steers, cornfed, good to

"I did. Uta guards have him out in
the street on the other side of the
house. When we get Thorne In bare
alone 111 nave htm brought over to
that window and shoved Into tha

will never ha determined, tor at this
Juncture Mrs. Varney came back with
an old faded blanket ilea in a roil.
She handed It to the boy without
speaking. Wilfred threw It ovar his
shoulder, and kissed his mother hur-

The letter was evidently exceeding
know."
A moment put Wilfred In
"I know he was. but you don't have ly brief.
His
to tell your father," said Caroline, possession of Its contents.
choking up, "you don't have to tele- mother stood with head averted. Caroline stared with trembling Hps. a
graph blm the news, do you?"
It
pale face, and a heaving bosom.
"No, of course not.
"That's all there Is to the letter ex- was to the orderly that Wilfred ad-

Jo

Cattle.

poral," ha cried, "have Bddlnger follow that girl. He must get to the telegraph office aa soon aa she does, and
don't lot any dispatch she tries to send
get out before I see It Let her give
It in, but hold It Make no m tetaba
about that. Gat an order from the department for you to brtjg It to me."
As the corporal saluted and turned
away to give the order, Arrelaford
faced Mia. Varney again. "Are they
both out there T"
"Yea," answered the woman. "Did
you bring the man from Llbby pris-

lifted her eyea to tria face,
and ha saw within their depths that
which encouraged him.
"I can fight twice as well.
Poor little Caroline couldn't trust
herself to speak. She nodded through
her toara.
"Good-bye.- "
said Wilfred, "you will
write to ma about helping ma to fight
twice aa well, wont yoa. You know
what I mean?"
Caroline nodded again.
T wouldn't mind If you telegraphed

If"
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there," he aald. "We can close these
curtains, can't we?"
"Certainly," said Mrs. Varney, opening the rear door and drawing tha
heavy portieres, but leaving space between them so that anyone in the dark
hall could see through them but not
be seen from the room.
"I don't want too much light in
here, either," said Arrelsford. As he
spoke he blew out the candles In the
two candelabra which had been placed
on the different tables, and left the
large, long room but dimly Illuminated
by the candles In the sconces on the
walls.
Mrs. Varney watched him with fascinated awe. In aplte of herself there
still lingered a hope that Arralsford
might be mistaken. Thorne had en-

listed her Interest, and he might under other conditions have aroused her
matronly affections, and she was hoping against hope that he might yet
prove himaelf Innocent, not only
of his personality but as well be
cause the thought that she might bare
entertained a spy waa repugnant to
her, and because of the honor of the
Dumont family, which was one of the
oldest and most important ones in the
western hills of ths Id Dominion.
Arrelsford uieantlm- completed nil
preparations by moví., i the. couch
which Caroline Mltford had placed before the window back to the wall.
"Now. Mrs. Varney," he said, step
ping far back out of sight of the window, "will you open the curtains? Do
It casually, carelessly, please, so as
not to awaken any suspicion If you are
seen."
"But your soldiers, won't they "
"They ere all at the back of ths
house. They came In the back way,
and the fluid Is front Is absolutely
clear, although I have men concealed
In the street to stop anyone who may
attempt to escape that way."
Mra. Varney walked over to the
window and drew back the curtains
She stood for a moment looking out
Into the clear, paaceful quietness of-soft spring night The moon was full
being
somewhat low nhon
and
through the long windows and Inte
the room, the candle light not belni
bright enough to dim its radiance. Hei
task being completed, she turned, ant
once more the man who was In com
mand pointed across the hall towarc
the room on the other side.
e

Idaho oats, sacked
Com chop, sacked
Corn, in sack
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
Flour.

Standard Colorado, net

. 62.15

,

Dressed Poultry.
19
Turkeys, fancj D. P
16
Turkeys, old toms .'
14
Turkeys, choice
Hens, large
Hens, small

Ducks
Geese

Roosters

10

it; 17

10

11

;:o

;if.

16

18

Dncks

15

Oeese

14

13

Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 uet, F.
O. B.

Denver

19

Eggs, graded No. ! net, F.
O. B. Denver
Eggs, case count, less com-

ti

mission

5.50

Butter.
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
Creameries, ex. East. lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
Process
Packing stock

Yeast According to a Berlin nervt
specialist knitting In bed la an ex
celleot antidote for tired nerves.
Crimsonbaak Well. I should aa)
that the fellow who spent any time
knitting in bed would have a beautiful
nerve

sh

amount

in

Of this
from

1911.

t came

5

Cuba.
Average Cost of Growing Cow.
According to investigators in the

Agricultural Department, tha average
net cost of raising a dairy heifer
old on a Wisconsin farm ia
639.52. and
heifer
of a
one-yea-

$61 41.

Expect 60,000 When Elks Meet.
Denver. Never In the history of

Denver conventions has the early outlook been so promising aa now marks
the progress of the preparations for
the session of the grand lodge B. P.
O. Elks scheduled
Inly 1319.
for
Reservations alresdy have been made
for 2,000 visitors. Tbe national gathering In July, 1906, brought 20,000 per0
sons to Denver. Of this number
Elks registered with tha local
lodge. This year it Is now considered
a certainty that the attendance of
18,-00-

1906 eaaily will be doubled.

WHOLE SEED MUST BE USED.

.20

Apples, Colo., ex
Apples, Colo., far
Apples, Colo., ch

Vegetables.

,M1.T1

Potatoes, cwt

Ms

Oree toot bill r

MieCEI.'ANEOU8 MARKETS.
Lead and Spelter.
St. Units Lend- - 83 86.
Spelter 16.00.

Iead

Nta- - York.
18 6a.
don.

Spelter

$3.85.

$n.l05.20.

nth. - ...li
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tor- t-

rae cc:
Live Aaeat

Ixmdon,

21
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Northern,

94

98 Vi; No.

Corn No, 2.
low, C9Vc; No.
low,

0868V";
t, 6768c;
white,

S

0.

894

40c.

i

spring.

No.

2 yel-

No.

S

yel

3t3Vc;

eighteenth

ano

curtís

COLO.

Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scieatinc course of medicstioo.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Kccley Remedies sre sdrniustarcd
Motorcycle

Bargain

Deed and rebuilt laoturryelee.
We
tnimt aell Guaranteed

1. 2. 63c.

4863c.
62.76

.) Denver. Celee

Ka4ah

Chlcago Grain and Provision PHces.
Chicago.
Wheat No. 2 red, 95 Vi
96Vc; No. 3, 94S4944c; No. 2 hard,
94V94fcc; No. 3 hard, 981493c; com
No. 3
No. 2 Northern, 96V97ttC;
V

TeSsaasw
gasSM Tear Wkawr
Ilea on sas sal. saeollnei
res. Meta and fVu-rmKew llavlaoaaa
r 'ng

KODAKS and SUPPLIES

.on- -

s

(TO BE (ÍONTINUBTD.)

Shi

"Whole seed should be planted fifteen Inches apart In the row, because
a larger number of tubers are set per
plant than with cat seed.
"For growing seed select a piece of
ground on which potatoes have not
heen grown for five years and that
in alfalfa or other grass,
has b
"Ue
tatoes for planting on this
plot that are as free from disease aa
possible, and true to the type of the
variety.
"Select potatoes 1
to 2V4 Inches in
diameter.
"Plant potatoes in the seed plot
late, the first ten days In July."

8

lbs. or over

10

022,187
797,514

from whole seed.

Live Poultry

fancy
Broilers, lb

Hens,

Boosters
Turkeys,

Qii

16

Unitto otéales import tvtost 3ugr
Washington. The United States
fld(t the world in toe importation of
agar, according to a report Issued by

Farmers Advised By Qrubb to Plant
Potatoes Whole.
Ureúley.
"Whole seed must he
used," Eugene Grubb tells Colorado
growers. "Never cut a potato for
seed. I did not find a successful potato grower in Europe who cut seed,
nnd the most successful crops from
the irrigated West laat year were

21
15
17
17
17

pleasure uone.
T wouldn't want to be a king "

04.30.

Tas Usa

i

KODAK

Omaha Llvs Stock Quotations.
8.20
South Omaha Hogs Heavy,
8.40; lights, $&.308.40: pigs, 67.60
(.16; bulk of sales, $8.858.40.
Cattle Native steers, $7.5009.00;
Mra. Piatt and her little son Tommy cows
West
and
frequently went to St. John's church am ataeri
boy
become
had
fanlllai $S.007..HI
tnd the little
$6.00
with tbe minister's face. One Sunday 7.85; calv
was
tilling
nornlng another miulater
Tommy sen mod rathei
he pulpit
roublod Finally he leaned over to hli 8J6
.uother and In a very audible wbiepei
aid: ' Mother, what's beoome of S4
lay,
Joha?"

ua

Co..

lOi A Bdwr..

DenYer

a. Kodak basvllee

SSastOo.

Jaarei

From Charla
them knows
Klugsley's Address on Human Hoot.

made

Genasco

t,l.--i-

READY ROOFING

Had
the i
know l

the
It

Tki Hiidrlt
BoRhotf Mfc fc S. Ci.
teas iTa st.
DRSvam, vovo.

HBBBRHm
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e. w. post kills self

FOUND DEAD

IN SICILY QUAKE
DEVASTATED
TOWNS
BODIES STILL

WHOLE
AND

MANY
IN

THE

RUINS-

RESCUERS

RUSHED

TO SAVE SCORES

INTO

RUINS

BURIED

WRECKAGE.

BENEATH

McAdoo In Bridal Oown, and Mr. McAdoo.

The real old point laa 1
gracefully draped .iver '.he right "boulder to the left side or the Wact and la
fastened with a apray of orange Moa
soma; the lac then continues aa a
border to the long transparent tunic
of tulle, which graduate to the side ot
the skirt at the train. The sweeping
train Is three and a half yards in
length.
A cap effect bridal wreath, with
orange blossoms and long draped veil

of tulle.

ELEANOR WILSON

IS

NOW

M10

Youngest Daughter
Married in White House.

President'

waa

CEREMONY

IN

BLUE

vry

effective.

The old point lace used on the gown
a masterpiece and a work of art In
s
lace making. It is a part of a
collection.
Her Going AvSy Dress.
The bride's golng-awadress 1 a
three-piec- e
dress made of corboau-blugabardine. The coat Is made of
charmeuse and gabardine.
The front and upper part of back of
coat Is made of charmeuse. The back
r
gathered at collar. The
sleeve ot gabardine Is topped with
the blue charmeuse, the edge of the
sleeve being bound with a flat black
silk braid. The soft girdle of gabardine ends In front with an oval
charmeuse buckle. The bodice Is dark
blue chiffon over white. It has braided
straps of gabardine over the shoulders,
with 12 rows of braid over belt of blue
gabardine. A white organdie vest
and collar are edged with a rose and
green flowered narrow ribbon, fastened
In front by three ribbon buttona Long
blue sleeves over white chiffon end In
wide cuffs of 16 rows of narrow black
braid.
The short skirt 1 of gabardine, with
three circular flounces starting at
sides of skirt. These are fastened at
back with a strap of gabardine attached to which ara four small black
silk tassels. Between the flounces,
cor beau charmeuse, to which they are
attached, showing about on lneh of
charmeuse between each flounce.
Flounce and bottom of skirt are edged
with black silk braid.
Sketch of Mr. McAdoo.
Mr. McAdoo Is the only one of th
three daughters of the prealdent who
has evinced no inclination to pursue
an accomplishment or perfect herself
in any branch of study. Like her
mother, she ha talent as an artist in
oils and has spent two seasons at the
Academy of Fine Art In Philadelphia.
She has a keen sense of humor, and
She I th
Is much ot a diplomat
only member ot the White House family who has a nloknam. She I callad
"Nell."
In appearance, Mr. McAdoo I tall,
alender, with a girlish figura, and a
light, awlnglng gait She has a pleas
ant smile, fine teeth, a rather large
mouth, blue eye topped with dark
brow and fringed with dark laabea.
a One clear white skin and quantities
of soft, straight dark hair. She ride.
dances, swims and rows well and I
quite a linguist Her place In society
as the wife of th secretary of the
treasury will now be next to that of

1

ROOM

world-famou-

Wadding Qlfta Ara Many and Hand-tonDescription of the Bridal
Oown, Doing-- way Dress, and
Other Coatumaa.

il

Washington, D. C, May 8. The
weddlpg of Mita Eleanor Randolph
WUion, youngest daughter of Presl- dent Wllaon, and William Oibba McAdoo, secretary of the treasury, took
place Thursday at six o'clock p. m., tn
the blue room of the White House.
The wedding procession proceeded
(rom the main stairway Into the corridor, through the north door of the
blue room, to the platform erected In
the south bay window of the room.
Misa Balite McAdoo led the procession, followed by Mrs. 8a y re and Miss
Margaret Wilson. Miss Nancy Lane
directly preceded the bride, who waa
president. The groom,
acortad by-twith Dr. Gary Travera Grayson, met
the wedding party at the altar. Mr.
McAdoo wore evening clothe and Dr.
Grayson wore his uniform. Rev. Sylvester W. Beach performed the cerehe

mony.

After the ceremony the wadding
party proceeded to the red room,
where they received congratulation
sad good wishes of the company. The
Marin band furnished the music.
Supper was served at small tables In
the state dining room. The decorations of the blue room were lilies and
ferns, and the decoration In the
-room
were pink and white roses
HanUeom Wedding PrasanU.
In spit of the small list of Invited
guest th wedding present were numerous. Prominent among them were
the beautiful silver tea service, given
by the member of the house of repdining-

resentative, a

piece of Jewelry

from

members of the. senate, twelve silver
plate and a platter from the cabinet
member and their wives, and a handsome gift from the justices of the Supreme court From the diplomatic
corps, no member of which waa invitad, came flowers and good wish.
Th bride's bouquet was of orange
blossoms, whit orchids and lilies of
the valley. The flower girls carried
white chip hat, hung by ribbon,

y

three-quarte-

1

filled with flower.
Miss Margaret Wilton s gown was
ot soft blue crape with pannier and
waist of blue tulle. The neck waa
finished with a cream lace ruff and a
flowered aaah completed the costume
Mrs. Bryan.
With this costume waa worn a blue
of tit O room.
pink row and
laoe hat, trimmed w!
Sayre's coe
of black.
touch
Mr. McAdoo waa born tu Georgia In
turn was exaotly like Ml
Wilson' 1863. of a family whlob had been
except that th color waa pink. Th
wealthy, but had lost their all ta ta
gowns of th little flower girl were Civil war. At twenty-onyoung Mcwhite, with blue and pink ribbon,
Adoo waa admitted to th bar and Ave
he cam to Now York.
year
beautiful Wadding Oown.
The wedding gown worn by Ml
There he formed a partnership with
Wilson is mad of Ivory-whitsatin William McAdoo, who was no known
and trimmed with real old point lace. relation.
The bodice 1 softly draped with satin, , la IMS Mr. McAdoo married Ml
which crosses in front and Is brought Sarah Fleming of Chattanooga. Tenn,
to a point below the shoulders, front who died (our year ago- Thar are
neck I On six children. Mr. MoAdoo's prlnoipal
and back. Th
tahad with told of soft tulle. The residence is at lrvlngton-on-the-Hulong mouequetatre sleeves are made son. not tar from Nw York
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

To.

you will And that most of the suffer
ing will not max a Its appearance.
Dr. Pierce's Favorita Prescription is the result of a life study of
ailments, disorders and Irregularities peculiar Jo women. It continued
supremacy in it particular flsld for more than forty years I your
of K benefit to be darlvcd from Its use.
aturar
Neither narcotic nor alcohol will b found In this vegetable prwaerip-tJoin liquid or tablet form. Sold by druggist or a trial box will be
stamp.
sat you by mail on receipt of 60 one-ce-

Denver -- John Harvey Post of 2180
Ash street, a student at th School of
Mine at Golden, I an adopted son of
C. W. I'nst, the Battle Creek health
f6f)d millionaire, who shot and killed
uifatelf at Santa Barbara, Calif. Th
foster son, who ha lived In Denver
(or a number of year, probably will
bo One or th heir to the 126,000,000

n.

nt

Santa Barbara, Calif. A coroner's
whih Investigated tile suicide
here of Charlas W. Post, 64, the cereAl
food millionaire, returned a noncommittal verdict simply finding that ha
died (ron. the effects ot a gunshot

For

Jury

DISTEMPER ffiri-r-;

I WO Infoote
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who tilos la for rot. froo
"
nstSS.
80SHEU, IND., 0. S. k.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.,
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Dr. J. C. Balnbrldge, his physician,

testified that Post unquestionably
was suffering from temporary insanity when he shot himself.
The testimony of Miss lilla Benson,
th nurse, showed that Post had been
fighting suicidal inclinations for several weeks past She said he had a
horror of a gun of any kind and that
Iu Liners 110 person were killed at his request the firearms were reand 30 Injured. In Bonglardo 13 dead moved from the house.
.Post discussed his private financial
and 27 Injured have been taken from
affairs with hi wife and at hi rethe ruins. At Coaenttnl 16 ware killed quest
Mrs. Poet went down town to
and many injured.
The district present a spectacle ot transact soma business for htm. It
desolation, ruin and death. Peasants was while she waa away that he shot
rushed to meet the autompbillsts. Im- himself. paid
Post
he felt tlrer. and asked
ploring aid. From the debris agonising cries could still be heard. Others Miss Ella Benson, hi nurse, to leave
asked that their Injured relatives be the room. She remonstrated at first
he Insisted that he wished to
taken to Catania, as all train service bat
sleep, and she left
was abandoned.
evidently,
For centuries this region ha suf- h As soon a he was a'
got the rifle, lay down on the bed.
fered from earthquakes, owing to th
activity of Mt. Etna, xet It I rela- pot the muzzle In his mouth and
tively thickly populated, the land la pulled the trigger with his foot. The
moat fertile, vineyards growing with nurse rushed Into the room upon hearts; the shot but Post' death had been
little attenUon.
Mr. Post was notified
Where LI nera stood is a mass of ru- instantaneous.
in's.
The village consisted Of about She bore up well under the shock.
In the last few weeks Post has been
A majority of the
800 inhabitants.
people escaped because the shock oc- fiylng real estate adjoining his homa
curred when the men and some of the here and laying plans to build a new
residence.
women were working In the fields.
The hody was placed aboard a spe
From the vineyards they saw their
taken to Ioa Angeles
houses falling and when they arrived, cial car and
breathless, at their homes, they found Th car was attached to the train
only wreckage, with some of their Bast and will arrive at Battle Creek
Thursday noon.
people burled beneath It.
Maccagatta
Generals Trabucchl and
WOMEN PARADE TO URGE VOTE
are in command of the rescue work,
I
being performed by soldiers, Thousands, Including Colorado Suf
which
firemen, policemen and Red Croas
fragists, March to Capital With
volunteers.
Petition.
Washington. Colorado was distinct
ly In evidence In the groat and Im
REFUSE TO GIVE UP ARMS.
pressive suffrage parade which took
U. S. Troop Get 72 Old Rifles and
place here.
Pistols From Tent Colony.
Several thousand women, from pracTrinidad, Colo. Striker
in the tically every state In the Union, an
Trinidad district, which included the representing million of their sisters,
big tent colony at San Rafael heights, paraded along Pennsylvania avenue,
whence the residents of the destroyed from the White House to the cupltol.
Ludlow colony went, Saturday surren- and presenting to members of Con
dered 72 arms of all character to the groes petitions adopted at meeting
Federal army officers. Among the lot all over the country a week ago, made
were some with broken stocks, burst plain their desire to be given the right
barrels, broken hammers, and many to voto,
small-calibof th
Five hundred and thirty-onguns and pistols.
The military officers were disap- marchers carried these petitions, on)
pointed by the manner In which for each member of the Senate and
Colonel Lockett's proclamation of dis- House, and asking the adoption of th
resolution, amending
armament wa obeyed aud determined bristow-Mondeto give the strikers, mine operators the constitution so a to enfranchise
and- citizens one more chance to surwomen.
Mrs. Taylor, wife of Representative
render their arms Voluntarily.'
All told, there were 726 arms re- Taylor, had a her guests In her elecceived by the federal commander Sattric Mrs. Thomas, wife ot Senator
To Thomas; Mrs. Shafroth, wife of Senurday In the Trinidad district.
this number the dealer in arms and ator ShaXroth, and Mrs. Seldomrldge,
ammunition contributed largely, and wife of Representative Seldomrldge.
citizens surrendered many bunting The automobile was splendidly decor
guns and
arma. Very rated with various kinds of flower
few weapons which the army officers and Wa the moat Imposing vehicle In
considered truly serviceable were re- the parade. It carried th Colorado
ceived.
state fio
Mr. and Mr. B. R. Harper of DenForbids Importation of Strikebreakers. ver, who ara traveling in the East,
Trinidad. Colo. President Wilson, happened to be in Washington, and
through the War Department, Instruct- Representative and Mr. Keating rore
ed Col. Jamas Lockett, commanding in an automobile with them In the
the federal troop in the southern Colo- parade.
rado strike ton, to forWd th importaSenator Thomas and Representative
tion of ail new strikebreakers into the Keating were tn the receiving line in
district and to diapente both strikers the capítol rotunda.
and mine guards to their permanent
in the line, tn addition to Senator
place of abode.
The colonel an- Thomas and Representative Keating,
nounced that the department had de- were Senator I a Follette, Thompson,
cided to permit the
men t of
Owen, Briatow. PolndexUr snd Brady,
the Ludlow tent colony, destroyed by
Madden,
fire on April 20. provided list of th and Representatives 3a bath.
colony's original inhabitant with the Falconer, Stone, Knowland, Baker,
name of their former employer is Mom of West Virginia, Robert of Nefurnished the fed oral authorities and vada; Halvering and Bryan, who
with each of Uieir
shook hand
a strong man is placed in charge.
'
callers.
1
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FIGHT PLAGUE IN THE ORIENT
Society
Been Active In Movement for

American AntiiTuberculosis
Ha

Health Preservation.
Tuberculosis Is one of the most se
rious public health problems ot the
Orient. Active organ ixatlons to ngnt
this disease have been formed In
Japan, the Philippines, India and Australia. A movement Is on foot for a
national organization In China and In
number of cities local work has
bean started. While no accurate fig
ures are available, those who are In
position to know claim that consumption takes annually from 600.000 to
lives In China alone. In In
dia the death rate Is fully as high.
and on account ot caste distinctions
and native superstitions, the problem
of prevention and treatment Is peculiarly difficult. The Japanese government has taken a hand officially In
the control of tuberculosis, and la
with two
1.000.000

d

private associations. The death rate,
while very high, is lower than In
China and India, Under the direction
ot the United states public health
service a movement for the preven
Uon of tuberculosis in the Philippines
has also been organized
The National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, with headquarters In New York,
although organised especially for work
tn this country, has been largely instrumental in the establishment of
antl tuberculosis movement In most
of the oriental countries, aa well a
In Africa and South America.
Spiritual.
Th new minister In a Western pariah wa making hi first calls, and
whan he reached the home of the
Peevy he said to Mrs. Peevy:
"I don't think that I have seen Mr.
Peevy at church yet, have I Sister

Peevy T"

"Well, no, you ain't," replied Sister
Peevy. "The fact Is, Peevy like to
lay abed late of a Sunday morning,
and time he get up an' ha his break-

fast and gets through the Sunday
per an' doe hi Sunday shavln' an'
mebbe an" hour or two of tinkenn
around the house that he alius puts
off to do of a Sunday, an' then ha a
smoke an' mebbe cuts some o' th
children's hair or beats rugs for ma.
or even mops up the kitchen If Pm
hurried time he's done all that If
too late for church. Fact, I Peevy
ain't a real spiritual minded man noam."
howat least not the same as I Post.
New York Saturday Evening
pa-

small-calibe-

--

Keutlno

Name

Officials.

Washington. Representative Keating recommended Edward O. Russell,
an attorney, formerly of Denver, for
appointment aa postmaster of Mama-nota- ,
Otero county. The appointment
will be made In a few day. Keating
also recommended the following
appoint men. a: Del Norte, Robert Tandy; Alamosa, Herbert Ha bine.
post-offic-

fort Worth, Tex. O. W. Post's
father and mother, and one

aged

HI
brother, reside tn Fort Worth.
recent illness and bis trip by special
train to Rochester, Mlru , wa kept
from hi mother becau.o of her advanced year and feeble condition.
Post resided tn Port Worth before
moving to Battle Creek. At one time
be owned a grocery store here.

President Approve Mothers' Day Bill.
Tribute Paid to Sailor Osad.
Washington President Wilson apYork. bearing th bodies ot
proved a Joint resolution slotting apart
the seventeen men who fell during th
taking of Vera Crux, th armored May 10 as Mother' day, and Issued a
cruiser Montana made her way In the proclamation commanding that all
harbor and anchored off the battery. rimes be displayed In obsérvanos ot tho
From then until darkness blotted her occasion.
gray hull from th view ot those
Harding Accepts Bank Post.
ashore, Naw York paid a solemn, siBirmingham, Ala.
Announcement
coffins
lent tribute to the
hut W. P. O. Harding, Birmingham
which restad In a long row on her port
boat deck and which wore carried banker, would accept appointment aa
streets Monday whan a member of the federal reserva board,
through th
was made here.
millions did tham honor.

Nw

.

flag-cover-

pos-

estate.

ffHlna Nwtiptr Union Nowi Barrio.
Catania, Sicily, May XI. An earthquake Friday night brought death and
destruction to many villagoB near Mt
Ktna. The number ot dead is offi
cially given as 138, with about 390 injured, but a large portion o( the
devastated territory baa not boon inspected,
i
xtend from
The affected ton
Zaffarana, the highest village on Mt.
ifitna, to th sea between Ad Rósale
on the south and Giarre on the north.
It Includes Lloara, the center of the
disturbance, Plsano and Santa Vener-lna- .

Mr.

oneomeri

sessed of all their natural strength. Instead of being harassed
by forebodings and weakened by nausea, sleeplessness,
or nervousness if you will bring to your aid

Battle Crc4,, Mich., Millionaire Carnal
King Pull Trigger of Rifle
""f.M

ADDRESSED TO WOMEN

Expectant Period
the
need to be
coming
of the little
Before the

BULLET ENDS YEAR'S EIGHT FOR
HEALTH IN CALIFORNIA.

-

DOOM STRIKES IN NIGHT

I

Height of Contempt.
Flora Anna Steele, the English novelist, said at her hotel In New Yorkt
"1, as a successful writer, am accustomed to be treated with respect,

but your Immigration department
treated me with such contempt that It
reminded me of your story about the
Indian.
"A Sioux Indian, according to this
story, went to a atorekeper of his
reservation and said he would Hike to
buy a gun.
" Oh. but,' said
th storekeeper,
Jocularly, 'I don't like to sell you a gun
you might kill a soldier with It.'
"

'Huh,' grunted the impassive

In-

a

dian, 'for kill soldiers Indians use
stick.' "

Point of View.
Patient Thla la an 111 day's work.
ore
Doctor To me. It Is well
doner-Baltim-

American.
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
l, roa rtao lilue; hare beautiful,
white clothes. Adv.

Where one man throws his whole
soul Into his work another man la sat
isfied to put hi foot tn It
Putnam Fadeless
muss.

Dye

make no

Adv.

Serviceable gas pipes are made of
paper In France.

STOP THAT BACKACHE
There's nothing more discouraging
than a constant backache. You are lame
when you awake. Pains pierce you when
you bead or lift lis bard to rest and
next day it's the same old story.
Pain in the back is nature's warning
of kidney ilia. Neglect may pave th
way to dropsy, gravel, or other auioo
kidney sickness.
Don't delay begin using Doan's Kidney Pill
the remedy (hat has been
curing backache and kidney trouble for
over fifty years,
A TEXAS CASE
L
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m
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Tax,
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BO

Baa

I
Tor four
Intanao pain
ha
ihrouaH tho small of
my baa.
I could
hardly paa b k!4-na- y
aa
cerollos
morphln
th
ira
only thin
that
ma.
I ha
raval. lo. Finally,
I basan uln
Dn'a
K lonay
Pill
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parn&aaaatty
I
Ton' t
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ha
sufferad sin,-
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The Army of

A Sign.

Patience Have you seen Mr.
Styles' new hat?
Patrice No, but I saw her husband,
this morning, and he had a terribly la Growing Smaller Every Day.
long face. It must be a corker.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are

Constipation

Not Unuaual Case.
"01 hear Casey Is bavin' throuble
wid his better halt"
"Yla; she wants t' be the whole

they
responsible
not only give relief ávsMH t . A DTFPnI
aooooooooooooooaay wn
i tiwx
tney perma áaBtaasaaawaaaan
sr
oaoot i y r
nently cure C-

thing.?

lion use
litem for

Good

CAUSE AND EFFECT
Digestion Follows Right

Food.

-j

tipat.oo

iv,

e-

aVB

seal

OUrl 1

a eg

batgtrtlna, Sick Haaiacb. SaBsw saw.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUTX

Indigestion and th attendant disGenuine must boor Signature
comforts of mind and body are car-tai-n
to follow continued us of Improper food.
Thae who are still young and roS
bust are likely to overlook the fact DAISY FLY KILLER sua. JXSu.
, aw, as
that, as dropping water will wear a
aaaaoatal, oo. alan
all
kB. laatt
stone away at last, so will the use of
teas. Hada at
heavy, greasy, rich food, finally caua
ta not ooil
0 roo
loss of appetite and Indigestion.
alar aytkla. .
Qaanattas
many
thoughtful
are
Fortunately
Alldalrttaat
enough to study themselves and not
aiyoaaa nal fas aVSb
th principia of cause and effect In xxxolo toataa. It BJ aoa., Xaalya. .
their dally food. A N. T. young womFREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
an write her experience thus:
'OUT of '
LVoaV
Ftm
'MI .tOWM' 'SOI
"Sometime ago I bad a lot of trou- Iftrrr
from
bl.
hut 00. iiiiibm
too
by
Indigestion,
caused
ble from
rich food. I got so I was unable to
digest ooaroely anything, and media a. a a m a a
a ai oaats.
cines teemed useless.
aUataat aknisMir FBBSL
lbHa.rt.al DC LaTCa
"A friend advised me to try a rape-Nu- t OS. Co., Sirs
bn lliimu, tun
wa vast to raota raáaino
wiu. ooa m 1
food, praising It highly and aa
am
I
I
resort,
thankful
a last
tried It
unite
not only reto say that Orape-Nut- s
Pltfoq. fronb, inllaDlni ntafanotl by
lieved me ot my trouble, but built me
Wauam olooamao. naia.ia ti.j
up and strengthened my digest I re organs so that I can now eat anything I
"
desire. But I stick to Orape-Nut- s
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
VtViVlíaraa&yci&irasb
Read "The Road to
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Dr. Collier spent a
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SUPPLY

Swastika coal, the most heat for drug stor
vour money, sold hv J. W. Swear-ingeMrs. Z. A. Curtis of Vermejo
i ark is spending a lew weeks with
her daughter, Mrs. Mason Chase
Will Lambert went to Raton,
on the Cht.se ranch.
Wednesday to transact business.

Weber's Bakery

High grade dentistry is my proAll work guaranteed. Dr.

.
A. Alpers and
Mr. and Mrs.
fession.
son returned Sunday (rom a weeks
Locke.
visit with relatives in Katon.

linkers' Good and

taffy

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Best Companies Represented.
News Estimate On

WE SELL.

Miss Litton left Monday for her
Patronize home industry and
in Katon, alter beingl.the
home
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
guest
a few days of Miss Marion
Restaurant and Bakery.
Blackwell and Mrs. Geo. H. Webster. Bob Ashbaugh has accepted a
position with the Cimarrón TransRev. Salazar of Springer held
fer, starting on Monday.
Spanish services in Cimarron, Sunday evening, with a gegd sized
Chas. Lodge came over from
Dawson, Sunday to "pend the day
with friends and relatives.
All branches of the dental art
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.

Confectioners

Let The

COMPANY

Your

Next Job

All Kinds oí Fanning Implements
Wagons
Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

and

Fresh home made
marshmellows and other candies
Mrs. Nelson and children departevery day at Weber's.
ed Tuesday for points, in Colorado
from Ring, where Mr. Nelson was
employed in the lumber camp.
E. R. Manning came down from
Raton, to look after his stock inC. F. Remsburg of Raton went
terests on his south Ponil ranch
to Ute Park, Saturday to make
during the summer months.
preparations to have the reservoir
and dam repaired which were badThe News is working for you and ly damaged two weeks ago by the
the community every week. What high waters. A force of men and
are YOU, not the other fellow, do- teams are no v engaged in doing
ing for it!
tbe work.
Mr. Remsburg return. Heavy raius are reported in the
Meals at all hours are served at
mountains on Tuesday night and
Weber's
Restaurant and bakery.
Wednesday of this week. Washdid
not
damages
outs and other
take place.
E.;cbew all conglomerations of
bablement and assinine affections.
Let your extempoianepus decanting and unpremeditated expatia-tion- s
have intelligibility and veracious vivacity, withont rhodomon-tador bombast. Sedulously avoid
polysylabic profundity, pompous
prolixity, ventriloquial verbosity
and grandiloquent vapidity. Shun
double entendres, puriant jocosity
and pestiferous profanity, obscurant or apparent.

The Uracca Ranch was the scene
of a most festive occasion on last
Saturday when nearly a hundred
friends responded to Mrs. Webster's invitation to a tea given for
the Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
and their friends. The ranch borne
and grounds were at their loveliest
and the afternoon spent upon the
lawn and in the orchard passed all
too quickly tor the guests. Tea
was served beneath tbe trees and
all departed voting the hostess
many thanks for her hospitality.

NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
The people of this country are building a National Highway as a lasting
ment to a grert man.

monu-

Throngh fertile fields, thriving cities, across rivers and over mountains, the
Highway will extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

will be opened to the Public

From New York to San Francisco the big copper wires of tbe Bell System extend
in an unbroken line the broad highway of Universal Service.
to the energy of private enterprise.

To that spirit of service that has made the Bell system one of the largest aud most
useful corporations in the country.
In your own telephone company's territory alone tbe seven Mountain States-th- ere
are 80,000 miles of long distance highways open for your messages every day

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Maxwell Mockeries
Owing to the shortage ot funJs

Lin-eol- n

San Francisco will be joined with New York, and the thousand cities and towns
along the way will be benefited.
t

This Highway, too, is a lasting monument

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

ed to his home Monday.

e

Another National Highway The Telephone Way
before tbe Lincoln Way is ready for travel.

Hardware

the village treasury, the administration cannot pay its accrued indebtedness, and the board absolutely reiuses to borrow money to
pay. Creditors must wait until the
village treasury is rehabilitated before receiving payment.
1:1

Tbe village marshal has been instructed to collect a dog tax from
every dog owner or kill every canine in the city limits not showing
the proper credentials, tbe tag.
Miss Dorothy Kimball and Geo.
Obert were married Sunday morning at the home of E. A. Hudkins.
The couple will reside in Maxwell
where they are at home to their
friends,

Farmijg on the Maxwell dart is
now a decided success. One farmer living on the tract it is reported
has made $20,000 in the past five
years, and last year his gross returns from 330 acres were upwards
ot J8000.
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Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

I

c

E

We have the facilities to deliver at

all

times and in any quantity, clear, pure, ice
cold, artificial ice.

Standing Order. Preferred

Cimarron Meat Market
Phone 47

